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More than a Campus Map 

Mark Vanderkam 
pubscoop@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

Computers are helping the Office 
of Space Management (OSM) 

with a tough problem. OSM is re¬ 
sponsible for keeping track of 50,000 
rooms on campus, or 12 million 
square feet of building space. They 
have drawings on paper of the floor 
plan of every room and building, but 
they find it very time-consuming to 
keep these thousands of drawings 
current. Every time a wall is moved 
or a stairwell renovated, these 
reference floor plans have to be 
altered. It is also difficult to make 
these oft-changed plans available to 
the managers, planners, and space- 
analysts who need them. 

Figure 1 

Sky Jones, the Director of OSM, 
worked together with UTCS to find 
ways to computerize this information. 
OSM already had the textual records 
of their space inventory in their 
computer. The challenge was to find 
ways to put all the drawings in 
electronic form. Staff in UTCS’ Text/ 
Imaging Support Group investigated 

the options available to OSM. They 
prepared a demonstration to show 
how the drawings could be entered 
and how the information could be 
presented. Finally, OSM launched 
a project that is expected to make 
available, on user-friendly comput¬ 
ers, reference floor plans of all the 
rooms and buildings on campus, 
plus the information on those rooms. 

For example, once this project is 
completed in about three years, you 
should be able to look at an overall 
computer map of the campus, point 
at any building on the screen (with a 
pointing device such as a mouse), 
and then “open" that building to look 
at the reference plans for each floor 
or room. You will also be able to 
view an inventory of each room to 
see which department occupies it, 
the function of the room (e.g., a 
classroom, hallway, eating place), its 
exact area and dimensions, whether 
it is air-conditioned, how the floor is 
sectored for heating, and all the rest 
of the data available. You will also 
be able to see an overall map and 
ask for all buildings occupied by a 
certain department (Figure 2) or all 
buildings containing eating places. 

This is to say, OSM is moving 
towards integrating drawings with 
space-inventory information. The 
current inventory information can be 
accessed in text-only form by 
anyone with access to the adminis- 
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trative mainframe. The big change is 

that the reams of reference floor 

plans will be computerized and made 

available, along with the textual data, 

in a form that people who are not 

familiar with computers can use. 

To Begin 

An example of what this project will 

make available can already be seen 

in OSM’s work on the axonometric 

Campus Map, which is printed as a 

guide to the St. George campus. An 

axonometric map or projection, such 

as the one seen on this month’s 

cover of ComputerNews and in 

Figures 1 and 3, is a rendering that 

shows three faces of a building or 

structure. OSM is responsible for 

providing current drawings of the 

Campus Map, but this is not easy to 

do as building projects are ongoing 

around campus. By the present 

method, every time a new building is 

erected or an addition built, OSM 

has to redraw that section of the 

map. This is time-consuming and 

potentially messy. Now that OSM is 

putting the Campus Map into the 

computer (they are spending about 

three months on this), any future 

changes can be done quickly and 

easily on the computer, and their 

map kept up-to-date. 

Hardware Needs 

OSM’s project has specific require¬ 

ments that define the sort of com¬ 

puter system they need. Firstly, 

because they are working with maps 

and floor plans on the screen, they 

need a system with a high resolution 

monitor for depicting graphics. 

Secondly, they need a good CAD 

(computer-aided design, drawing, 

and drafting) package for the labour- 

intensive work of putting the refer¬ 

ence drawings into the computer. 

Thirdly, the system has to allow them 

to merge the drawings with their 

space-inventory data. Finally, the 

resulting information and drawings 

have to be in an easy-to-use system 

so that interested people can access 

and use the inventory and perhaps 

even modify and enhance a depart¬ 

mental copy of the information for 

local use 

Personal Computers 
Do the Job 

OSM chose Mac II personal comput¬ 

ers to fill their need. These are 

Apple machines that serve as CAD 

workstations, and also promise to 

enable a future integration of the 

drawings with inventory data. 

Macintoshes have an excellent 

graphical interface allowing easy 

access to text and drawings. Thus 

the complete space-inventory 

(drawings and all) will be available to 

people who might want to plug into 

OSM’s system. 

Considering the development of 

computer workstations, it seems 

OSM has chosen a good time to 

begin computerizing their drawings. 

Until recently, using CAD was 

relatively expensive. Usually CAD 

workstations needed powerful mini 

or mainframe computers to provide 

the computing speed required by 

CAD software packages. With the 

power now available on the larger 

personal computers (as on the Mac 

lls chosen by OSM and on the 

comparable 386-machines like IBM’s 

PS/2 Model 70), it is possible to use 

a personal computer as a “profes¬ 

sional” CAD workstation. This 

doesn’t mean it is now inexpensive 

to use CAD — a good CAD software 

package alone usually costs several 

thousand dollars — yet personal 

workstations are considerably 

cheaper than dedicated CAD 

systems. 

implementing an Idea 

Once OSM has entered the refer¬ 

ence drawings of 50,000 rooms into 

their Mac II workstations, they will 

have to integrate these drawings 

with their existing space-inventory 

information. Then they will have, in 

effect, a multidimensional “map” that 

will be a useful format for presenting 

information in an easy-to-use 

manner. Although OSM won't need 

to integrate text and drawings until 

they have finished computerizing the 

drawings, it is already apparent to 

those working on this project that a 

number of very intriguing possibilities 

lie ahead. 

Dealing with Hyper¬ 
Card? 

One way the space-inventory could 

be presented is with HyperCard (for 

an extensive introduction to Hyper¬ 

Card, see the next issue of Comput¬ 
erNews.) HyperCard could allow 

you to look at a campus map and 

point at a building, and then other 

cards would appear containing 

drawings of that building or textual 

information on it. From any card, 

you can flip back and forth between 

cards, to browse through the 

inventory. Sophisticated sound and 

visual information (even a type of 

video) can be presented in this 

manner. 
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FACULTY OF LAW 

CLASSROOM LOCATIONS 1988-89 

Shaded areas in Figure 2 
show temporary classroom 
locations used by the Faculty 
of Law. 

BLOOR STREET WEST 

NF = NORTHROP FRYE HALL, VICTORIA COLLEGE 

SS = SIDNEY SrviITFI HALL 

WI = WILSON HALL. NEW COLLEGE 

FA = FALCONER HALL 

RL = ROBARTS LIBRARY, 9TH FLOOR OSM 

Figure 2 

HyperCard was used at the June 

Economic Summit in Toronto to 

make an electronic map. The 

thousands of journalists in town for 

the Summit could walk up to a 

Macintosh computer to see a map of 

downtown Toronto. They could then 

point at different areas to get more 

detailed street maps, bring up lists of 

restaurants (along with prices and 

photos of the place), see schedules 

for each of the leaders, get informa¬ 

tion on transportation, and more. 

Another Dimension 

HyperCard is a fascinating tool, but 

because OSM has to integrate a 

textual database with their drawings, 

they may opt to use 4,h Dimension 

(4D), an application that can work 

with graphics but operates as a true 

relational database. 4D links text 

and drawings so that you could 

search the data and also browse 

through the maps and drawings. 

Ask for any rooms with air-condition¬ 

ing that seat over 175 people and 

have wheel-chair access, and you 

would get a list of those rooms, as 

well as drawings and other informa¬ 
tion. 

A 4D tour exists for French vine¬ 

yards. Look at a map of France, 

point to any area, and up comes a 

more detailed map showing that 

area’s grape-growing regions. Or 

ask about Beaujolais Nouveau and 

you will get a list of its makers, maps 

of its growing areas, and facts on its 

history. 

Communications and Technical 

Support at UTCS is investigating the 

possibility of mapping out the 

computer communications networks 

with 4D. They may be able to work 

from OSM’s reference drawings to 

build overlays that would show the 

network webs. This would be an 

intricate project requiring detailed 

room drawings, as they would map 

out the communications networks on 
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an overall campus scale as well as 

show local lines. 

Possibilities exist for other depart¬ 

ments to do overlays like this. 

Telephone locations, electricity lines, 

substations, gas lines, plumbing, 

toxic-waste sites, or other important 

information could be added to 

OSM’s map. 

Where Will This Grow 
To? 

Looking at U of T alone, it is obvious 

that if other departments were to get 

involved, there would be some 

potential to create complete campus 

inventories or information sources. 

With all the conferences and visitors 

coming to campus, perhaps even 

information kiosks could be located 

near dorms or conference venues. 

After all, there is now a paper copy 

of the Campus Map available to 

newcomers — so why not an 

innovative computer map? Every 

year, a number of guidebooks and 

magazines are created to introduce 

people to the campus. Departments 

with a need to provide information 

could create their own portfolios to 

be added to the main database. 

Scheduling lists, photos of meeting 

rooms, departmental maps, cafete¬ 

rias, parking spaces, computer 

facilities, or other material could be 

represented on-screen for easy 

access. 

Or a computer with all the necessary 

information stored on CD-ROM could 

be placed in a high school for a 

week. Then students could browse 

about the campus at will, “visit” and 

read up on departments, perhaps 

listen in on a lecture by Dr. John 

Polanyi or Dr. Northrop Frye (while 

looking at on-screen photos or an 

animation of the lecture), and look 

through information on local enter¬ 

tainment, clubs, and sports facilities. 

The computing power is available to 

put at least some of these ideas into 

practice, as seen with the Economic 

Summit Map and the French 

Vineyard Map. While OSM’s 

drawings and data are first a tool for 

managers and space-analysts, it 

should be possible for others to build 

on this work and customize this 

information source for their own 

needs. UTCS is currently helping to 

meet the software needs of OSM’s 

project. For example, it is not yet 

clear exactly how the present space- 

inventory information will be inte¬ 

grated with the drawings. Indeed, 

there is no way to know yet how the 

final OSM map will appear. As new 

software is continually being 

developed, we can only speculate at 

this point as to the potential of this 

system. Those involved at UTCS 

and OSM will need to work out 

solutions when the needs arise, and 

UTCS in particular will actively 

explore and coordinate future 

developments in this field. 

Figure 3 
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State of the ARPP 
Geoffery Rockwell 
rockwell@gpu. utcs.utoronto. ca 

Some fascinating and potentially 

useful computer projects are under 

development at U of T's ARPP 

office. ARPP, or the Apple Re¬ 

search Partnership Program, was set 

up by Apple Canada to encourage 

use of the Macintosh for research 

projects and for the development of 

academic applications. ARPP 

offices were set up in six Canadian 

universities last January, each office 

staffed by specially chosen members 

of the university community. In the 

last nine months, the four Apple 

partners at U of T have provided a 

link between the academic commu¬ 

nity and Apple Canada, encourag¬ 

ing and supporting the creative use 

of Macs on campus. As the 

Program matures, more projects are 

being developed by the Apple 

partners. 

For example, Nikki Yokokura, who 

lectures in the East Asian Studies 

department, has been developing 

and coordinating a HyperCard 

Japanese language instruction stack 

called KanjiCard (see Comput- 
erNews, April 1988). This stack has 

animations of the stroke order and 

origins of each character, along with 

definitions, tests, sounds of charac¬ 

ters, and other features. The stack 

will eventually cover 300 commonly 

used characters and will be pressed 

on CD-ROM to allow wide distribu¬ 

tion. In August she organized a 

workshop for the Canadian Associa¬ 

tion of Japanese Language Educa¬ 

tion to introduce them to Japanese 

applications on microcomputers. 

They looked at her KanjiCard 

project, and also at KanjiTalk, an 

input tool that works with many Mac 

programs to give them a Japanese 

interface. Nikki 

and the 

other 

Apple 

Figure 1 

partners also organized a gathering 

for interested members of the com¬ 

munity to demonstrate new products 

and applications for the Macintosh. 

There the new Apple CD-ROM drive 

was demonstrated, which could in 

future be used with KanjiCard. 

McDonnell Douglas that is linked to a 

Mac II for input and an Iris worksta¬ 

tion for rendering, they are creating a 

resource library of images. The Mac 

II is used for image modeling before 

sending the data to the larger 

computer for rendering. They are 

interested in eventually using the 

Cray supercomputer for the latter 

purpose. At the moment they are 

working on images of the heart 

and of a 26-day-old embryo 

(Figure 1). Eddy is also working 

on filters for translating 3D 

information from programs like 

HyperSpace, the software that 

works with the 3D digitizer, to 

Super 3D Enhanced, of which he 

has a test version. Eventually he 

hopes to create a file transfer 

application for 3D information similar 

to the Apple File Exchange applica¬ 

tion. 

Jennifer is working on demonstra¬ 

tions for both the Royal Ontario 

Museum and the Hospital for Sick 

Children. She has also been helping 

Professor Kutas of the Department 

of Chemistry to prepare a chemistry 

tutorial for first-year students. 

Jennifer is also working on setting up 

a training laboratory in the Faculty of 

Medicine. This involves researching 

ways to create interactive video¬ 

disks. 

Jennifer Boidt, a student with the 

Art as Applied to Medicine program, 

has been working with Apple partner 

Eddy Wong on the creation of three 

dimensional images on the Macin¬ 

tosh. Using a 3D digitizer from 

Geoffrey Rockwell, a doctoral 

student in the Philosophy depart¬ 

ment, is developing a bibliographic 

stack entitled BIB. This stack is 

designed to keep track of biblio- 

continued... 
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continued from page 5 -\ 

HyperCard Seminar 

Many people have been asking about HyperCard — What 

is it? Should they be interested? The next issue of 

ComputerNews will carry several articles aimed at 

answering those questions. Meanwhile, for those who 

already know they want to learn this package, UTCS is 
developing an introductory seminar on HyperCard and its 

capabilities. The seminar will cover basics only, with 

participants learning to create and modify simple stacks. 

It is suitable as preparation for the more advanced 

HyperCard course offered by Apple’s ARPP program 

here at U of T. 

The first HyperCard seminar is scheduled for November 
14-15,10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon; to register in the 
seminar, please call Irene Rosiecki at 978-4565. For 
more information about the seminar’s content, please 
contact John Bradley at 978-3995. 

V J 

graphic references and to create 

formatted bibliographies. It now has 

a note-taking environment for 

preparing detailed notes on a text. 

He has also designed and taught a 

course on HyperCard. The course 

was offered on a trial basis in July 

and will be offered again this fall. 

The course is designed for people 

familiar with the Mac who wish to 

create stacks with HyperCard. (If 

you are interested, contact him at 

ARPP.) 

ARPP at U of T is taking on increas¬ 

ingly sophisticated projects as the 

expertise of the Apple partners 

expands. This group is growing in 

experience and knowledge of many 

of the Macintosh’s uses. Research¬ 

ers and academics with ideas or 

problems in computing are welcome 

to contact ARPP for demos of 

existing work and to talk about 

creative directions and solutions in 

computing. ARPP’s phone number 

is 978-7828. 

Correction 

An error appeared in “CMS FOR¬ 

TRAN Plotting Routine Tip’’ in the 

September ComputerNews. The first 

line of the sample set of commands 

should have been two lines. The 

correct statements are: 

getme fortran 
global txtlib vfortlib 

We regret any inconvenience this 

error may have caused. 
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Evening Courses 

There are still places available in the evening sessions for the following course. 

Introduction to SAS on the IBM PC 
Novemeber 8,10,15, 22 

6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 

For registration information, please call Irene Rosiecki at 978-4565. 

— Subscription Renewal — 

It is now time for ComputerNews readers to renew their subscriptions. Because all 
subscriptions run from January to January, even new readers must renew at this 
time, if they wish to continue receiving ComputerNews. 

To renew, just fill out the Annual ComputerNews Subscription Renewal Form 
appearing opposite this article and in the November/December issue. Any subscrip¬ 
tion not renewed by the beginning of January will be dropped. 

Please remember that this policy helps us keep our mailing costs down and continue 
to send you the newsletter free of charge. 
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More on PC-DOS 4.0 
A lex Nishri 
nishri@gpu. utcs. utoronto. ca 

In the September ComputerNews, 

we covered the highlights of the 

newly announced Version 4.0 of 

Microsoft’s MS-DOS and IBM’s PC- 

DOS. This article contains slightly 

more in-depth information. It is 

based on information gathered at the 

SHARE Computer conference in 

August and on information from an 

IBM-sponsored education satellite 

television program, during which 

demos were shown and callers from 

around the USA and Canada were 

able to ask IBM PC-DOS developers 

all sorts of questions. SHARE 

offered an opportunity to hear 

presentations on DOS and to learn 

informally about the experiences of 

people who have advance copies of 

PC-DOS 4.0. 

PC-DOS 4.0 comes on two 3.5-inch 

720KB diskettes, or five 5.25-inch 

360KB diskettes. Although IBM 

claims that the two are identical and 

that you can copy the 3.5-inch 

diskettes to the 5.25-inch diskettes 

yourself, some users have found that 

the installation procedure failed 

when they did this. 

PC-DOS 4.0 runs on the IBM PC 

Convertible, PC, PC XT, PC AT, and 

the PS/2 models 25, 30, 50, 60, 70, 

and 80. The IBM PCjr is not 

included in IBM’s list of supported 

machines, but IBM developers claim 

that this just means they haven’t 

tested it; it will probably work on the 

PCjr, although they cannot guaran¬ 

tee this. IBM developers also 

declare that IBM’s “PC-DOS 4.0 will 

run on good compatibles.” 

Installation 

In previous versions of DOS, 

SELECT was the proper installation 

utility, but it merely copied DOS onto 

the system and most people ignored 

it. In DOS 4.0, SELECT does much 

more, and the installation has 

become a major production. First, 

Help screens lead you to choosing 

CONFIG.SYS options. In PC-DOS, 

you are asked to balance DOS 

functions with memory available for 

applications. Then you are asked to 

select your keyboard type, and to 

indicate whether you are installing 

on the “A” drive or on “C”, whether 

you are replacing an existing system, 

and what type of IBM printer you 

have. This is followed by a series of 

questions on the type of parameters 

you want for the new DOS Shell (see 

below). In short, you have a lot of 

choices to make. As one IBM 

speaker on the satellite television 

show said, “Frankly, an inexperi¬ 

enced user may find the install 

challenging." Indeed. 

The Shell 

One of the most significant new 

features of PC-DOS 4.0 is the new 

user interface, called the Shell. The 

Shell is selected during the installa¬ 

tion procedure and features 

fullscreen panels, pulldown menus 

from an action bar, pop-up menus, 

and scroll bars. Apple Macintosh 

Finder and Microsoft Windows users 

will recognize many elements of this 

interface, including use of the mouse 

to point at and select items. Key¬ 

board sequences can be used 

instead of the mouse, but many 

people will undoubtedly prefer the 

mouse. 

One of the nice features of the Shell 

is a context-sensitive Help. That is, 

the Help screen that appears relates 

to what you were doing or where 

your cursor was pointing when you 

pressed the Help key (<F1>). Once 

you have entered Help, you can 

request an index of available Helps. 

The PC-DOS Shell, unlike the 

Macintosh MultiFinder or Microsoft 

Windows, cannot run more than one 

program at a time (multitasking) or 

have multiple “windows” of informa¬ 

tion on the screen. Also unlike the 

other two systems, the PC-DOS 

Shell has no application program¬ 

ming interface. 

When you start PC-DOS, you see 

the “Start Programs” panel, which 

contains categories of tasks you are 

likely to perform. Once you select a 

category, another panel appears on 

the screen, this one giving you a 

choice of programs in that category. 

For example, you might select word 

processing on the first panel, and 

then WordPerfect on the second. 

You can use a utility provided with 

DOS 4.0 to customize the catego¬ 

ries, programs, and the colours used 

on these panels. This utility puts the 

panel information in files it creates, 
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giving them filename extensions of 

.MEU. Categories and programs 

can be changed or added. You can 

provide the PC-DOS commands to 

be executed for each program 

selection, and you can also arrange 

for a pop-up menu to ask for 

parameters once a program is 

selected. For example, you might 

set things up so that whenever you 

select WordPerfect, you are 

prompted for the file you wish to 

work on. Unfortunately, the com¬ 

plexity of the procedure will probably 

keep the inexperienced from 

customizing their “Start Programs” 

panel. Asked about this, IBM 

developers admitted that they see 

some central authority installing PC- 

DOS and customizing the “Start 

Programs” panel for such users. 

The initial “Start Program” includes 

selections for Command Prompt 

(i.e., the old DOS 3.3 style command 

prompt), Change Colors, DOS 

Utilities, and File System. IBM says 

the File System is useful for techni¬ 

cally-oriented users. Basically, the 

File System panel looks much like 

the Microsoft Windows type of 

display. The current drive is 

selected at the top of the panel, and 

the rest of the screen is divided into 

two areas. On the left is a tree 

structure, a graphic representation of 

all your file directories on the 

selected drive. In this area of the 

screen, you select the directory 

currently of interest. In the left area 

of the screen is a list of the files in 

the selected directory. 

The File System display makes 

easier the tasks we now do with PC- 

DOS 3.3's familiar CHDIR (alias 

CD), DIR, and TREE commands. 

Using the display, files can be 

marked by selecting them, and 

actions can then be performed on 

the marked files using the pulldown 

menus from the action bar. In this 

way, you can do tasks currently 

done by RENAME, COPY, and 

DELETE (alias ERASE). In a nice 

extension to the RENAME pulldown 

feature, you can now rename 

directories and also rename files to a 

different drive. A VIEW pulldown 

option replaces the current TYPE 

command. VIEW presents a panel 

display of your file, with a scroll bar 

and the ability to see ASCII and 

hexadecimal. There is, unfortu¬ 

nately, no EDIT pulldown option. 

One of the pulldown options is called 

ASSOCIATE; it lets you designate a 

program to run when files with a 

particular extension are selected 

(either by clicking the mouse button 

twice or with alternative keyboard 

sequences). For example, you could 

ASSOCIATE all files ending in .BAS 

with a program called BASICA. If 

you later select a file called 

MORTGAGE.BAS, BASICA is 

started automatically, with 

MORTGAGE.BAS as a parameter. 

You can ASSOCIATE more than one 

extension with a program, so that, for 

example, WordPerfect is started 

when any file with a .DOC, .WP, or 

.COR extension is selected. 

The File System display can be 

altered for special purposes. You 

might arrange, for instance, that the 

area where files are listed shows all 
files, regardless of the directory they 

are in. The left side might then 

show detailed information about the 

file you select from the file list 

display. This can be useful for 

locating files. Other variations are 

possible, including split-screen 

displays. 

To make all this run, several Shell 

parameters must be set during 

installation. First of all, the Shell can 

run either in graphics or in text 

mode. Graphics mode is supported 

only if the display adaptor is VGA, 

EGA, or MCGA. Text mode is 

supported on the Monochrome, 

CGA, EGA, MCGA, and VGA display 

adaptors. If you choose the Graph¬ 

ics mode, you can also choose the 

number of colours and the resolution 

the Shell can use. Things look 

better in the graphics mode. For 

example, a pulldown item's display is 

dimmed when it is unavailable, and 

in the File System, an icon appears 

beside each filename to identify the 

file type. 

The drawback to graphics mode is 

that it does not support hot-keys. 
Certain programs, called Terminate 

and Stay Resident (TSR) programs, 

are activated when you press a 

particular key called a hot-key. 

These will not work from the new 

Shell if you set it up to run in 

graphics mode. The alternative is to 

exit the Shell temporarily, return to 

the old-style command prompt, and 

then press your intended hot-key. 

(Ironically, to leave the Shell for the 
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command prompt, you use 

<Shift><F9>, itself a hot-key!) 

Perhaps a future PC-DOS can fix the 

problem of invoking TSR programs 

by borrowing the concept of “desk 

accessories” from Apple's Macintosh 

Finder. 

Space for the Shell 

The Shell uses so much memory 

(RAM) that there isn’t enough left 

over for many applications. Fortu¬ 

nately, there are some ways to 

reduce the memory consumed. First 

of all, you can run the Shell in 

transient mode. The Shell actually 

consists of a small part, 

SHELLB.COM, and a large part, 

SHELLC.EXE. In transient mode, 

SHELLC is swapped to disk every 

time you invoke a command. That 

is, the part of memory occupied by 

SHELLC is written to disk so that 

your application can use it. When 

you terminate your application and 

return to the Shell, SHELLC is read 

back into memory from disk. Using 

transient mode is not recommended 

if you do not have a hard disk. 

Another way to bring down the 

amount of memory consumed by the 

Shell is to specify a small File 

System buffer. Since reading the 

hard disk repeatedly to find out what 

files you have is too slow, the File 

System panel keeps an area in 

memory with this list. If you do not 

specify the size of this buffer, it 

defaults to the maximum size. If 

your micro has 640KB of memory, if 

you are not running the shell in 

transient mode, and if you don’t 

specify the size of the File System 

buffer, you will have less than 60KB 

of memory available to run applica¬ 

tions. Most applications cannot run 

with such a small amount of mem¬ 

ory. 

Incidently, in the September article 

we said that you need a mimumum 

of 256KB to run PC-DOS 4.0. That 

is true if most of the Shell options are 

turned off. If you turn on some of the 

memory-consuming functions, you 

will need at least 360KB, and more 

is probably advisable. 

Large Files and Disk 
Partitions 

Since the September article ap¬ 

peared, some people have inquired 

about DOS 4.0’s ability to have disk 

partitions and files larger than 32MB. 

The larger size is made possible by 

having File Allocation Table (FAT) 

entries of 16 bits instead of 12 bits. 

First of all, this does not affect floppy 

disks. PC-DOS 4.0-formatted 

floppies are the same as PC-DOS 

3.3-formatted floppies. Hard-disk 

partitions of less than 32MB are also 

compatible, because the FAT entries 

are 12 bits in both 4.0 and 3.3. 

However, if you use PC-DOS 4.0 to 

create a partition larger than 32MB 

on a hard disk, then you will not be 

able to read that partition with PC- 

DOS 3.3. (There is no option on the 

FORMAT command to specify the 

FAT entry size; the FAT entry size is 

determined by the size of partition 

you ask FDISK to create.) 

A consequence of having partitions 

larger than 32MB is that the SHARE 

command is automatically loaded. 

What is the SHARE command? In 

earlier versions of PC-DOS, SHARE 

is used only when your machine is 

connected to a network: it modifies 

certain PC-DOS file-handling 

functions so that files can be shared 

across a network. When IBM and 

Microsoft put support for files greater 

than 32MB into PC-DOS 4.0, they 

realized it would make everyone’s 
PC-DOS use more memory. So 

instead of adding support for 16-bit 

FAT entries to the DOS kernel, they 

added it to the SHARE command 

and forced SHARE to be loaded, but 

only for those actually using disk 

partitions greater than 32MB. 

The down side of this decision is that 

running SHARE has some side 

effects. Certain programs, which 

IBM describes as “ill behaved,” may 

not work when SHARE is loaded 

(e.g., some programs write to a file 

after it is closed.) Therefore, if you 

intend to use partitions larger than 

32MB, you should test each of your 

applications. 

Bugs and Fixes 

PC-DOS 4.0 is the first version of 

PC-DOS for which IBM provides a 

program warranty and defect 

service; past fixes have been 

available only with the purchase of 

the new release. IBM now provides 
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fixes for defects up to one year after 

you purchase a version of PC-DOS. 

In IBM jargon, the fixes are called 

PTFs, an acronym for Program 

Temporary Fix. This is the same 

mechanism that IBM has used to 

correct defects in its mainframe 

operating systems, such as MVS 

and CMS. It isn’t clear how the 

ordinary PC-DOS user can get hold 

of PTFs —one IBM source told us 

that Computing Centres will be able 

to get them in the same way that 

they get mainframe PTFs. We have 

not yet been able to obtain any PC- 

DOS PTFs, but apparently quite a 

few are available already. 

One confusing aspect of the fixes 

made to PC-DOS is that multiple 

releases of Version 4.0 are already 

out. In the USA, some people 

purchasing PC-DOS noticed that the 

package they bought contained files 

dated in July, whereas packages 

purchased by others had files dated 

in August. Developers at IBM 

admitted that two releases exist but 

claim the difference is an “engineer¬ 

ing change” to fix problems with the 

MODE command and EMS support 

when using certain hardware. 

Unfortunately, the VERSION 

command in the two releases gives 

identical output, claiming to be 

Version 4.0 and offering no indica¬ 

tion whether it is the fixed version. 

Should you run out and buy PC-DOS 

4.0 today? Probably not. Quite a 

few bugs have been reported, and 

lists of applications found not to work 

with the new DOS have only begun 

to circulate. Experience with the 

more complex installation and 

customization procedure is just 

beginning to accumulate. Unless 

you really need the new functions, 

you should probably wait. Even IBM 

appears to be waiting. For the first 

time in the history of PC-DOS, IBM is 

continuing to market an older 

release after the new release is out. 

PC-DOS 3.3, with few known bugs, 

smaller memory requirements, and 

lots of proven miles on the road is 

still available at your dealer. 

For more information about PC-DOS 

4.0, please call Advising Services at 

978-HELP. 

A New Multiuser 
Bulletin Board Service 

Alicia iDamley 

The existing FIDO Bulletin Board 

Service (BBS) system was recently 

replaced by a new multiuser system 

running the Chairman software. At 

present, the new system is config¬ 

ured to handle up to two users 

simultaneously, making it easier for 

you to access the system. This 

number may be increased to a 

maximum of eight, depending on our 

user needs and the hardware 

available. 

Anyone affiliated with the University 

of Toronto is welcome to open an 

account on the Bulletin Board; all 

you need is a personal computer 

and a modem. If you are dialing in, 

continued... 
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continued from page 11 

Accessing the New BBS 

The UTCS Bulletin Board System (BBS) can be accessed using any personal 
computer, a modem, and a communications package. This note describes 
what settings are required when using ProComm, MS-Kermit, or MacKermit. 

Like most electronic bulletin boards, Chairman communication settings are : 

8 - data bits 
1 - stop bit 
N - parity none 

or 
7 - data bits 
1 - stop bit 
S - space parity 

The latter settings are useful if your computer is also used to access other 
online services on campus. 

The values in the table below must be set in the program to assure proper com¬ 
munications. ProComm parameters are most often changed in the Line Settings 
and in the Dialing Directory menu. 

MS-DOS Macintosh 

Communication 
Settings 

ProComm MS-Kermit MacKermit 

N-8-1 
S-7-1 

N-8-1 
S-7-1 

N-8-1 
S-7-1 

Flow 
Control 

none none none 

The Line Settings menu is accessed by pressing <AltxP>. After appropriate 
choice is entered, it must be saved for future use, using option 24 on this menu. 

To enter the Dialing Directory, press <Alt><D> and choose Revise to make 
required changes; simply follow the necessary prompts. 

Flow control in ProComm is disabled on the Terminal Setup, which can be 
displayed by pressing <AltxS>, followed by 2. To save this parameter, choose 
option S on the Setup menu. 

Kermit settings, in general, are entered on a command line. Parity is changed 
by entering a set parity none command. To set flow off, the command set 
flow off must be entered during the Kermit session. 

For more information, please call Advising at 978-HELP. 

the phone numbers are 978-6200 

(300 bits per second), 978-3959 

(1200 bps), and 978-7239 (2400 

bps). If your computer is on campus, 

you can also arrange for a direct-line 

connection to the campus PACX 

network, which allows baud rates up 

to 9600 bps; this is more expensive, 

however. Once you have dialed up, 

PACX prompts you for SERVICE. 
For the BBS service, enter bbs after 

the prompt. 

If you have used the Bulletin Board 

at least once during the past nine 

months, you have access to an 

account on the new system auto¬ 

matically. Your userid and password 

will be the same as on the FIDO 

system. 

When you access the system for the 

first time, you are recognized as a 

new user, and you are given an 

opportunity to subscribe to the 

service online. To subscribe, answer 

the prompts requesting your name 

(please add your U of T student 

number or employee number) and a 

daytime phone number; then select 

a password. The remaining informa¬ 

tion for which you are prompted is 

optional. 

After this is done, you will not have 

access to the BBS until your status 

has been verified by the System 

Operators. This usually takes one 

business day. Once this has been 

completed, you have full access to 

the resources of the Bulletin Board. 

Like most bulletin board systems, the 

Chairman system offers file transfer 

and electronic mail messaging 

facilties. Our board offers public- 
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domain and shareware software 

(such as utilities, editors, graphics 

programs, and even games). These 

are primarily for the DOS environ¬ 

ment at the moment, but we are in 

the process of expanding our 

Macintosh software area in keeping 

with the number of Macintosh users 

on campus. In addition, we have 

limited Apple-, Amiga-, and Atari- 

related software. 

The bulletin board software is menu 

driven. Options are easily invoked 

using a single alphabetic character 

specified in the menu. An online 

Help facility provides assistance, but 

in case of further difficulties, you can 

leave an online query for either of 

the System Operators, Dariusz 

Dabek or Jon Alexander. We 

generally try to respond within one 

business day. You can also call 

978-HELP Monday through Friday, 

between 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

The BBS may be used to exchange 

electronic mail messages with other 

users who have an account on the 

board, and it can be used as a forum 

to discuss any hardware or software 

problems you may have encoun¬ 

tered. You can share your expertise 

or experience either in a particular 

microcomputer field or in one you 

feel is appropriate for the audience. 

Though the mail interface may be 

considered different from other 

systems, it is straightforward even 

for the novice user. 

The BBS operates 24 hours a day, 

with downtime for system mainte¬ 

nance 9:00 a.m. to noon, Monday 

through Friday. Please try out the 

BBS and send us your comments. 

We believe you will find it a source of 

useful programs, utilities, and 

perhaps even ideas! 

The demonstration will last just over an hou 

Included will be how to send mail and files t 

another institution, and how to talk directly t 

someone on the network. Please note this 
a demonstration only. 

Space is limited. If you would like to attem 

one of these sessions, please contact Iren* 

Rosiecki at 978-4565 to reserve a place. 

ProComm Communications 
Program Seminar 

November 1,1988 
9:00- 11:00 a.m. 

ProComm is a general purpose communications 

program currently available to all U of T faculty, staff, 

and students. It is the resident communications 
program in the IBM Education Facility. 

A seminar has been scheduled to introduce ProComm 

and its various features: terminal emulation (a number 
of popular ones will be reviewed); the dialing directory; 

file transfer protocols, such as Kermit and XMODEM; 

configuration and modem parameter settings; and the 

DOS gateway, which allows you to execute DOS com¬ 

mands and other programs while you are still in 

ProComm. 

A course fee is attached to this seminar. Copies of Pro¬ 

Comm are made available at no charge to members of 

the University, but you must bring your own diskettes 

(two 5.25" or one 3.5"). 

To reserve a place in this seminar, please contact Irene 

Rosiecki at 978-4565. 
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PageMaker 3.0: 
Should You Change? 
John Bradley 
brad!ey@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

In June, Aldus released a new 

version of PageMaker for both the 

IBM PC and the Apple Macintosh. 

Upgrades are available to existing 

PageMaker users, but most people 

should expect to pay more than 

$100. 

Is the upgrade worth it? That 

depends of course on how much you 
will benefit from the changes. Aldus 

has made several significant 

additions and improvements to the 

program, and we think some of them 

may be useful to many users at 

U of T. 

Templates 

With PageMaker 3.0, you receive a 

set of Templates for various types of 

business publications. Templates 

are skeleton documents that embody 

a particular design but contain only 

placeholders for text and graphics; 

you substitute your own text and 

graphics for the placeholders. 

Templates provide you with a page 

design, layout, and a set of appropri¬ 

ate type styles that are supposed to 

look good together. They are useful 

for publications like newsletters, 

where the design is supposed to 

stay the same from one issue to the 

next. You can use Aldus’ templates 

(designed by their graphic artists) for 

your own newsletter, presentation 

overheads, or memos. If you don’t 

like the templates they give you, you 

can modify theirs or create your own. 

How do you use templates? Figure 
1 shows one of Aldus’ Newsletter 

template documents as it is when 

you first open it. By selecting text 

YourMasthead 
vooe.00 t~~e.ro 

Headline 
second line 

__1 
CntUon 

1 l.M.n.o.jdm.ium ..-■un.iiM.imUKJ ..... ,r_ 

iSHHiiL 
Headline 
second line 

Contents 

Story namo 

° in" 
Story nom. 

Story nan. 

Story nemo 

Figure 1: Aldus' Newsletter 
Template. 

and graphics areas and replacing 

them with your own text, you can 

quickly and easily convert the page 

design into your own newsletter 

(shown in Figure 2). 

Improved Handling of 
Long Documents 

Two major features have been 

added that should help users with 

long documents. 

Autoflow: In the past, you had to 

create new pages and continue a 

story from one page or column to 

another by hand. This work was 

tedious if your material continued for 

several pages. Now, PageMaker 

can automatically flow text from col¬ 

umn to column and page to page — 

even creating new pages if neces¬ 

sary. 

Style Sheets: It is not unusual for 

larger texts to be structured in some 

way or other. For example, a 

chapter of a book might contain 

sections and subsections. Usually 

you want all the section titles to 

appear in the same typestyle, size, 

etc. With previous versions of 

PageMaker, you had to find all 

UTCS News 

Figure 2: Template after 
substitution. 
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section titles manually and make 

sure that they were all set up the 

same way. You would have to 

check the typestyle and size, the 

leading before and after the title, the 

paragraph indents, and so on. 

By using PageMaker 3.0’s style 

sheets, you can handle this problem 

much more efficiently. In a style 

sheet, you can create a style for a 

section header; in that style you 

specify the leading, typestyle, size, 

and any other attributes that 

determine how the heading appears. 

Then, you simply apply that style to 

the text of each heading. Page¬ 

Maker makes sure that each piece of 

text you have identified as a heading 

appears as specified in the style 

sheet. 

In Figure 3, you can see how this is 

done. First, notice the new Styles 

Toolbox below the standard Toolbox. 

In it is a list of the styles currently 

defined for this document. The text 

“Templates” has been highlighted. 

To set it up as a Subheading, simply 

choose the Subhead item from the 

Styles Toolbox. 

The definition for “Subhead” is 

shown in Figure 4. Near the bottom 

of the Define Styles box, we are told 

that the typeface is Helvetica, that it 

is in bold, and that the size is 12 

point. Other information about this 

style is given as well. To change the 

style, you simply click on the Edit 

button, and PageMaker lets you 

change any of the attributes cur¬ 

rently associated with the “Subhead” 

style. 

You can also set up text formats in 

word processors that support style 

sheets (such as Microsoft Word). 

When you place the text from a 

Word document, PageMaker can 

import the Microsoft Word style 

sheet and create a PageMaker style 

sheet from it. 

More Options for 
Graphics 

PageMaker 3.0 has several new 

ways to work with graphics: 

Text Wrap: You can make text flow 

automatically around a graphic. If 

you move the graphic, the text 

automatically reflows around its new 

location. With text wrap, you can 

Figure 3 

either place your graphics first and 

then autoflow the text or place the 

text first and add the graphics after¬ 

wards. 

Shaping of Text around Graphics: 

You can control the shape your text 

takes around a graphic. Text initially 

wraps around the graphic as a 

rectangle, but you can change the 

graphic/text boundary to create the 

shape you want. 

Figures 5 and 6 show how this is 

done. Notice the football player in 

the bottom middle of Figure 5. With 

Pagemaker 2.0, it would have been 

difficult to make the text fit this close 

to the figure. In Figure 6, you can 

see what PageMaker 3.0 shows you. 

Notice the dotted line around the 

figure — by adding and moving the 

diamond points on the border, you 

can define the border between the 

text and graphics. 

Figure 4 
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Image Control: With earlier versions 

of PageMaker, if a scanned image 

was too light or too dark, you had to 

scan it again and replace the image 

in your document with the new one. 

Now you can control how light or 

dark an image is and how much 

contrast there is, right within Page¬ 

Maker. 

Spot Colour: This means 

that a document is prepared 

using areas of colour (text or 

graphics) to add style or em¬ 

phasis. Since PageMaker 

3.0 supports spot colour, 

you can now associate a 

colour with text or graphics. 

Choices of colour are 

virtually unlimited; the three 

standard colour models — 

RGB, CMYK, or HLS —are 

all available. Colour can be 

output as colour overlays 

(for printing by a profes¬ 

sional printshop) or directly 

to a personal colour printer. 

Although there is consider¬ 

able interest in colour in the 

desktop-publishing industry, 

personal colour printers that 

print at laser printer quality 

are still expensive, slow, and 

rare. 

Problems 

All in all, Version 3.0 is largely 

compatible with Version 2.0; those 

familiar with Version 2.0 will have 

few problems with Version 3.0. 

However, the new version does have 

a few side effects that might cause 

problems for some people. 

A bigger program: The new version 

of PageMaker takes up more space 

on your hard disk. For example, on 

Figure 5 

one of our Macintoshes, PageMaker 

2.0 occupies 885 kilobytes (KB) of 

disk storage. PageMaker 3.0, on the 

other hand, takes up over 1700KB, 

or 1.7 megabytes (MB). In the 

PageMaker documentation, Aldus 

claims that the package could 

occupy up to 3.3MB on a Macintosh, 

depending upon what options you 

choose to include on your machine. 

On our IBM PC (using the run-time 

version of Microsoft Windows that is 

shipped with 3.0), it took 2.2MB. 

A new version of Microsoft 

Windows: On the IBM PC, Page¬ 

Maker 3.0 will not run under 

Windows 1.4 or older ver¬ 

sions. PageMaker 3.0 for 

the IBM PC is shipped with 

a modified version of Win¬ 

dows 2.0 that is sufficient to 

run PageMaker. However, if 

you already own Windows 

1.4 and have been running 

PageMaker under that, you 

will have to upgrade your 

version of Windows when 

you upgrade PageMaker. 

You should probably move 

to Windows 2.0 in any 

event; however, you should 

expect the screen to change 

in appearance somewhat, 

and some other things to 

change. 

New format of PageMaker 

documents: PageMaker 3.0 

uses a document format 
different from earlier 
versions. Converting a 
document created under 
Version 2.0 to Version 3.0 is 

easy — the first time you open the 
older document under Version 3.0, it 
is automatically converted, and it will 
be in the Version 3.0 format. 

However, PageMaker documents 

created under Version 3.0 cannot be 

read by earlier versions of Page¬ 

Maker. If you take your document, 

now saved under Version 3.0, to a 

lo fcugiai nulla facilisi. Lorcm ipsum dolor Ml amci. con- 
scclciucr adipiscing clii. scd daim nonummy nibh cuismod 
11nudum ill laorccl dolorc magna aliquant oral volupiat. Ul 
wisi cilim ad minim vcniam. i|ul.\ noslrud cxcrci lalion 
ullamcorpcr suscipil lobonis nisi ul aliquip. 

Duis auicm vcl cum iriurc dolor in hcndrcni in vulpu- 
laic vclil ova; molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu 
fcugiai nulla facilisis al vero cros cl accumsan cl iuslo odio 
dignissum qui blandil pracscnl luplatum z/ril dclcnil augue 
duis dolorc ic fcugiai nulla facilisi. Lorcm ipsum dolor mi 
umci. conscclclucr adipiscing clii. veil daim, 

Lorcm ipsum dolor Nil amci. conscclclucr adipiscmg 
clii. sod daim nonummy nibh cuismod lincidunt ul laorccl 
dolorc magna aliquam crai volupial. Ul wisi cnim ad minim 
vcniam. quis noslrud exerti luiion ullamcorpcr suscipil 
Inboms nisi ul aliquip. 

UTCS wins 
Football Title again! 

Adipiscing clii sed diam nonummy nibh cuximod untidunl 
ul laorccl dolorc magnj aliquam eral volulpjl. Ul wisi cnim 
ad minim vcniam. quis noslrud cxcrcil lalion ullamcorpcr 
suscipil lohonis nisi ul aliquip ex cu conmiodo conscquai. 
Duis auicm vcl cum inure dolor in hcndrcni in vulpuiale 
vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu fcugiai 
nulla facilisis al vero cros cl accumsun cl iuslo odio dignis- 
sum qui hlandii pracscnl lupialum rvnl dclcnil augue duis 
dolorc Ic Icugial nulla facilisi. Lorcm ipsum 
dolor sil amei. conscclclucr adipiscing clii. sed 
daim nonummy nibh cuismod lincidunl ui 
laorccl dolorc magna aliquam cral volupial. 
Ul wisi eniin ad minim vcniam. quis 
noslrud cxcrci lalion ullamcorpcr suscipil 
loboriis nisi ul aliquip. 

Duis auicm vcl cum iriurc dolor in hcndrcni ii 
vulpuiale vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium 
dolorc cu fcugiai nulla lacilisis al vero cros 
ci aevumsan el iuslo odio digmssum qui ^ 
hlandii pracscnt lupialum «ril dclcnil augue — 
duis dolorc ic fcugiai nulla facilisi. Lorcm 
ipsum dolor sil amci. conscclclucr adipitwing clii. 
sed daim. 

Exciting Final Game 

Lorcm ipsum dolor sit amci. conscclclucr adipiscing 
clii. sed daim nonummy nibh cuismod lincidunl ul laorccl 
dolorc magna aliquam crat volupial. Ill wisi enim ad minim 
vcniam. quis noslrud cxcrci lalion ullamcorpcr suscipil 

loboriis nisi ul aliquip. 
Duis auicm vcl cum inure dolor in hcndrcril in vulpu- 

lalc vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu 
fcugiai nulla facilisis al vero cros cl accumsan cl iuslo odio 
digmssum qui blandil pracscnl lupialum »ril dclcnil augue 
duis dolorc ic fcugiai nulla facilisi Lorcm ipsum dolor sil 
amci. conscclclucr adipiscing clii. sed daim 

Adipiscing clii sed diam nonummy nibh eusimod 
lincidunl ul laorccl dolorc magna aliquam cral voluipal Ll 
wisi cnim ad minim vcniam. quis noslrud cxcrcil lalion 
ullamcorpcr suscipil lohonis nisi ul aliquip ex ca commodo 
conscquai Duis auicm vcl cum iriurc dolor in hcndrcril in 
vulpuiale vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu 
fcugiai nulla facilisis ai vero cros cl accumsan cl iuslo odio 
dignixsum qui blandil pracscnl lupialum /zril dclcnil augue 
duis dolorc Ic fcugiai nulla facilisi. Lorcm ipsum dolor sil 
amci. conscclclucr adipiscing clii. sed daim nonummy nibh 
cuismod lincidunl ui laorccl dolorc magna aliquam cral 
volupial. Ul wisi cnim ad minim vcniam. quis noslrud 
cxcrci lalion ullamcorpcr suscipil lobonis msl ul aliquip. 

Duis auicm vcl cum inure dolor in hcndrcril in vulpu- 
iatc vclil esse molcslic consequal. vcl ilium dolorc cu 
fcugiai nulla facilisis al vero. 

Thousands Attend 

Lorcm ipsum dolor sil amel. conscclclucr adipiscing 
clii. sed daim nonummy nibh cuismod lincidunl ul laorccl 
dolorc magna aliquam cral volupial. Ul wisi cnim ad minim 
vcniam. quis noslrud exerci lalion ullamcorpcr suscipil 
lobonis nisi ul aliquip. 
Adipiscing clii sed diam nonummy nibh eusimod lincidunl 
ui laorcet dolorc magna aliquam cral voluipal Ul wisi cnim 
ad minim vcniam. quis noslrud cxcrcil lalion ullamcorpcr 
susaipu lobonis nisi ui aliquip cx ca commodo conscquai. 
Duis auicm vel cum iriurc dolor in hcndrcril in vulpuiale 

vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu fcugiai 
nulla facilisis al vero cros el accumsan ct iuslo odio 

digmssum qui blandil pracscnl lupialum //.n\ 
dclcnil augue duis dolorc Ic fcugiai nulla facilisi. 

Lorcm ipsum dolor sil amci. conseciciucr 
adipiscing clii. sed daim nonummy nibh 
cuismod lincidunl ul laoreci dolorc magna al¬ 
iquam cral volupial. Ul wisi cnim ad minim 
vcniam. quis noslrud cxcrci lalion ul¬ 

lamcorpcr suscipil lobonis nisi ul aliquip. 
Duis auiem vcl cum iriurc dolor in 

SI hcndrcril in vulpuiale vclil esse molcslic 
conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc cu fcugiai 

nulla facilisis at vero cros et ac¬ 
cumsan el iuslo odio dignissum qui 
blandil pracscnt lupialum /zril 

dclenit augue duis dolorc ic fcugiai nulla 
facilisi, Lorcm Duis auicm vcl cum iriurc dolor in hcndrcril 
in vulpuiale vclil esse molcslic conscquai. vcl ilium dolorc 
cu fcugiai nulla facilisis al vero cros ct accumsan cl iuslo 
odio dignissum qui blandil pracscnl lupialum uril. 
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machine running only PageMaker 

2.0, you won’t be able to work on the 

document there. 

Speed: Performance of a program is 

difficult to judge. However, it seems 

to us that the new PageMaker acts 

more slowly than Version 2.0. In 

particular, it sometimes takes longer 

to update the screen during a move 

or a resize. 

Occasional glitches: We have found 

bugs and problems with 3.01 Aldus 

has told us that a version fixing the 

bugs (3.01) will be available shortly. 

By the time you read this, it may be 

here already. Please get in touch 

with us for more information about 

the current status of this release. 

18; 
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: :rud exercitatbn ukamcorper suscipit 
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fDuus autem veleum inure dolor in kendrerit in 

utaJte velit esse molestie consequat, vel ilium 
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cumsan et iusto odio dignissum qui 
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dolore te fe u#iat nulla fac iksi. Lore m 
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darn. 
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■ nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et msto odn 
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Lorem ipsum dobr st amet,consectetuer 

adipiscing elit, sed dann nonummy mbk 
euismod tincidunt ut feoreet dobre magna al¬ 

iquant erat voluptat Ut vnsle mm ad mmim 

veniam, quis nostrud exerci ration ul- 

lamcorper suscipit bbortis nislut aliquip 

Duis autem veleum inure dobr m 

kendrert m vulputate velit esse molesti 

consequat, vel ilium dobre eufeu^iat 
nulla facilisis at vero eros et ac- 

cumsanet iusto odio dignissum qui 

yandit praesent luptatum zznl 

!• delent au#ue duis dobre te feugiet nulla 

■Eacilia .Unr.em l)ju>. autem .vr.Unm. innnr.dfi.lftr.uike.Tidtyi 
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6 File Edit Options Page Type Lines Shades 

Figure 6: What PageMaker 3.0 shows while changing graphics borders. 

Support 

Of course, whether you change to 

Version 3.0 is up to you. Aldus now 

supports Version 3.0 only, and if you 

purchase PageMaker today, you will 

probably find only 3.0 in the stores. 

UTCS will continue to give some 

support to 2.0 for some time. At 

some point in the future, however, 

we may no longer be able to help 
you if you have problems with 2.0. 

We expect to start phasing Page¬ 
Maker 3.0 into our PageMaker 
courses in November. Please give 

us a call at 978-6050 if you would 

like to see Version 3.0. 

Postscript for PC users: Whatever happened to Version 2.0 anyway? 

IBM PC users currently using PageMaker 1.0 on their computers are being asked to move to Version 3.0. They may 
wonder what happened to Version 2.0. Well, PageMaker 2.0 for the IBM PC never existed. The first release of Page¬ 
Maker was available only on the Macintosh, and it was called 1.0 for the Mac. The first version for the PC came out at the 
same time that 2.0 became available for the Macintosh, and it was virtually identical to the Macintosh version. Aldus 
decided to call the first version for IBM 1.0, although it realty corresponded to 2.0 on the Macintosh. Now, they are trying 
to end the confusion by simply skipping the designation of Version 2.0 for the IBM PC and catling both the IBM and 
Macintosh versions 3.0. 
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WordPerfect 5.0 
Pat Hood 
phood@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

WordPerfect 5.0 has finally arrived in 

many departments on campus, and 

we have been deluged with 5.0 

enquiries and problems. If you 

haven’t ordered or received your 

upgrade, read through the articles 

that follow. They do not tell you 

everything about the new WordPer¬ 

fect — we would need to write a 

book for that — but the major new 

features are covered briefly. Longer 

discussions will follow in later issues. 

Installing the software and convert¬ 

ing 4.2 documents are covered here 

in more detail because these are the 

initial problem areas for most users. 

Information about upgrading is 

repeated, and limited information 

about the new maintenance release 

is provided. 

Summary of Changes to WordPerfect 5.0 Template 

FI Superscript/Subscript moved to 

the Font key <CtrIxF8> Setup 
replaces wp/s startup option. 

F3 Colors and AutoRewrite moved to 

Setup key <ShiftxF1>. Ctrl/Alt 
keys replaced with Keyboard 
Layout (Setup) and Compose 
<Ctrl><2> functions. Can edit and 

add text in Reveal Codes; 
<Alt><F3> is used to exit Reveal 

Codes. 

F5 Outline and Paragraph Number¬ 
ing moved here from Mark Text. 

Mark Text reorganized to add 

Automatic Reference, Document 
Compare, Master Document 
features. Redline and Strikeout 
moved to Font key <Ctrl><F8>. 
List Files screen has minor 

changes. Name Search no longer 

automatic. Word Search is more 

comprehensive. 

F7 Footnote and Endnote now on 

different submenus. Notes can be 

compiled anywhere in document. 

Print divided into two parts; new 

Initialize Printer command. Print 
and Printer Control menus 

reorganized. Printer Selection 
more detailed. Parallel Columns 
now allow columns to span page 

breaks. 

I_ 

'Ctrl Alt WordPerfect Corp. 1938 ISBN 1-55692-200-0 

Shell 
Setup 
Thesaurus 
Cancel 

Screen 
Switch 
Reveal Codes 
Help 

Text In/Out 
Uate/Outline 
Mark Text 
List Files 

Footnote 
Print 
Math/Columns 
Exit 

Merge/Sort 
Merge Codes 
Graphics 
Merge R 

r \ 

v_J 

Sped 

Replace 
->Search 

Move 
•>indent<- 
Block 
->lndent 

Tab Alian 
Centre 
Flush Right 
Bold 

Font 
Format 
Style 
Underline 

Macro Def. 
Retrieve 
Macro 
Save 

WordPerfect tor IBM Personal Computers 

Delete E0UE0P End/PgDn 
Delete Word Backspace 
Go to Home 
Hard Page Enter 

<-Margin Release Tab 
Screen Up/Down -/+ (num) 
Soft Hyphen 
Word LefiTiight <■/■> 

5.0 Function Template 

F9 Merge E replaced by Graphics 
feature. Merge Codes is now 

<ShiftxF9>. Merge E found 

under Merge Codes. 

F2 Replace extended to allow 

replacement of Indent, FlushRight, 

and Center format codes. Spell 
checks for Language code to 

determine which dictionary to use 

for spell-checking. 

F4 Move menus rearranged. Retriev¬ 

ing text is different, easier. Block 

now automatically turned off when 

used. 

F6 No changes. 

F8 Underline remains the same. Line, 
Page, and Print Format menus 

from 4.2 reorganized into one very 

powerful Format feature 

<ShiftxF8>. Font <CtrlxF8> 
and Style <AltxF8> functions 

added. Formatting automatically 

tied to selected printer. 

F10 Macro Define allows editing of 

macros and creation of complex 

macros. Retrieve, Save, and 

Macro remain the same. Macros 

created in 4.2 must be converted or 

recreated in 5.0. 
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Summary of New 
Features 

Formatting 

There has been a major reorganiza¬ 

tion and extension of formatting 

capabilities on the F8 key. Appear¬ 

ance, Base Font, Initial Font, 

Normal, Print Color, and Size 

functions can be used to format text. 

Absolute measurement values (Units 

of Measure function) in inches, 

centimetres, or points are used to 

determine paper size, margins, and 

tab settings in document formatting. 

While most of the paragraph and 

document formatting capabilities 

remain the same, the menus have 

been reorganized under one name, 

Format <Shift><F8>. 

Page dimensions are determined by 

the Paper Size/Type function and by 

the capabilities of your printer. 

Both top and bottom margins can be 

specified using the Margins Top/ 

Bottom function. Line Height, Line 

Spacing, Kerning, Word/Letter 

Spacing, Word Spacing Justification 

Limits, and Underline Spaces/Tabs 

functions allow more precise 

formatting for publishing purposes. 

The Styles function has been added 

to allow you to define and use your 

own formatting styles. This is an 

important new feature. 

Printing 

In order to accommodate the new 

formatting capabilities, the Print 

function has been reorganized and 

expanded. 

Printer installation requires more 

information input and is still difficult 

to use. Former print option functions 

have been combined under Options 

in the Print function; they are no 

longer part of Printer Control. 

Printer Control has been renamed 

Control Printer. In addition to option 

specification, printer selection no 

longer appears on this menu; Select 

Printer is now found on the Print 

menu. 

Initialize Printer and Text Quality are 

two new printing functions. 

Graphics 

Inclusion of graphics in a document 

is now possible through the Graphics 

function <Alt><F9>. You can specify 

size, position, type of graphic (e.g., 

Figure, Table), and text-flow around 

the graphic. Graphics can be scaled 

and rotated. 

WordPerfect provides a “screen 

grab” utility for capturing graphics 

displayed on your monitor. It 

understands a wide variety of 

graphic formats, including those from 

AutoCAD, PC Paintbrush, Microsoft 

Windows Paint, Lotus 1-2-3, and 

GEM Paint. 

Setup 

Functions such as Timed Backups, 

Beep Options, Cursor Speed, 

Display Set, Initial Settings, Fast 

Save, Keyboard Layout, and Units of 

Measure are now accessible within 

WordPerfect because Setup has 

been moved to the FI key. A high 

degree of program customization is 

now allowed. 

Large Documents 

WordPerfect now provides features 

for successfully creating large 

documents such as manuscripts or 

theses. The Master Document 

function is used to link a number of 

WordPerfect files for editing, 

formatting, and printing purposes. 

With this function, indexing, listing, 

cross-referencing, footnote/endnote 

compilation, and table of contents 

generation can span a group of files. 

A new Endnote Placement Code 

function allows endnotes to be 

compiled anywhere and any number 

of times within a document. 

The Force Odd/Even Page function 

is useful to ensure that chapters or 

other parts of a document begin on 

the correct page. 

Automatic Reference is a new 

function for cross-referencing items 

within a document. 
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Spe!I 

WordPerfect now more easily allows 

the use of multiple dictionaries, 

including foreign language dictionar¬ 

ies, for spell-checking. 

The Language function allows you to 

specify which Speller, Thesaurus, 

and Hyphenation files should be 

used in particular parts of your 

document. 

Additional Speller, Thesaurus, and 

Hyphenation files may be purchased 

from WordPerfect. Available 

languages include English, British 

English, French, Canadian French, 

Danish, German, Spanish, Icelandic, 

Italian, Dutch, Norwegian, Portu¬ 

guese, Finnish, and Swedish. 

Installing WordPerfect 5.0 
Patricia Hood 
phood@ vm.utcs.utoronto. ca 

WordPerfect 5.0 has its own 

installation program; however, it is 

better to install the program carefully 

yourself. Some people have found 

that the install program copied some 

but not all of the necessary files to 

the hard disk, resulting in a 

WordPerfect that would start and 

then hang in the copyright screen. 

Four steps are used to install 

WordPerfect. 

1. Make backup copies of all the 

WordPerfect disks (12 disks 

minimum). 

2. Copy to your hard disk or to 

floppy disks all the files neces¬ 

sary to run WordPerfect. 

3. Modify your CONFIG.SYS file 

so that WordPerfect can create 

sufficient temporary files. 

4. Start WordPerfect and complete 

the printer selection. 

1. Making backup copies 

There are a number of ways to make 

backup copies of the WordPerfect 

disks. The easiest method is to 

assemble at least twelve blank disks 

and use the DISKCOPY command 

to copy from a WordPerfect source 

disk to a blank target disk. 

DISKCOPY formats disks as it 

copies, if necessary. 

2. Copying the necessary 
files 

If you are using a hard disk, create a 

subdirectory to hold the WordPerfect 

program files. If you already have 

WordPerfect 4.2 on your hard disk 

and wish to retain that version of the 

program, give the new subdirectory a 

different name. Until you are 

accustomed to the new WordPerfect, 

you will probably want to keep the 

old version around. If you no longer 

need 4.2, delete everything except 

your document files and macros. 

You can then reuse the original 

subdirectory for 5.0. 
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If you are using a dual-floppy-drive machine, you will need three blank formatted disks on which to store your 

working copy of WordPerfect 5.0. 

The minimum files you need to copy to your disk(s) are: 

Name Size Location Use 

wp.exe 245KB Program 1 disk Program part 1 

wp.fil 299KB Program 2 disk Program part 2 

Other files you will find very useful are: 

Name Size Location Use 

wphelp.fil 48KB Program 1 disk Help (alphabetical) 

wphelp2.fil 52KB Program 1 disk Help (long) 

standard.crs 2KB Conversion disk Convert 4.2 files 

wp{wp}en.lex 292KB Speller disk Spell dictionary 

*.wpd 20KB Font/Graphics disk External graphic 

display drivers (non 

EGA,VGA, text, AT&T) 

a breakdown of all the files by disk and use, see the box on page 23. 

3. Modifying your 
CONFIG.SYS file 

Many of you will never have heard of 

a file called CONFIG.SYS. If you 

are going to install WordPerfect 5.0 

yourself, you will need to make at 

least a passing acquaintance with it. 

CONFIG.SYS is a file used to 

configure DOS on your microcom¬ 

puter. You will need to either create 

or modify a CONFIG.SYS file to tell 

your machine how many files the 

WordPerfect program is able to 

create in order to run. Without 

configuration, DOS allows WordPer¬ 

fect to open a maximum of eight files 

(such as the temporary backup files 

and the screen overflow files). This 

number was sufficient for 4.2, but 5.0 

needs at least 20 open files to run, 

and for this reason you require a 

correct CONFIG.SYS file. The 

WordPerfect message that informs 

you of a CONFIG.SYS problem is 

“Insufficient file handles”. 

Checking CONFIG.SYS 

To see if your CONFIG.SYS file is 

correct, use the DOS TYPE com¬ 

mand (type\config.sys) to view its 

contents. The line files=20 should 

appear as part of the CONFIG.SYS 

file (if one exists). You can modify 

the CONFIG.SYS file using a file 

editor or WordPerfect 4.2. If you use 

WordPerfect 4.2 to modify the file, 

you must retrieve it as a DOS text 

file using <Ctrl><F5> and save it as 

a DOS text file using <Ctrl><F5>. 
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If no CONFIG.SYS file exists, you can create one in WordPerfect 4.2 and 

save it as a DOS text file, or you can use the simple COPY command given 

below. Do not use the commands below if a large CONFIG.SYS file already 

exists. 

copy con\config.sys <Enter> (use keyboard input to create 

CONFIG.SYS file) 

files=20<Enter> (first command for CONFIG.SYS file) 

buffers=16<Enter> (second command for CONFIG.SYS 

file) 

<F6> (close file) 

<Emter> 

If you experience difficulties with this, contact Advising Services at 978- 

HELP. A CONFIG.SYS file can contain much more than the two statements 

listed above. Check carefully before replacing a CONFIG.SYS file. 

4. Selecting a printer 

In WordPerfect 5.0, the printer selection has an important bearing on the 

formatting and final printed appearance of a document. Each document in 

5.0 contains information about the printer it was created for, and many 

formatting choices given to you vary according to the selected printer. For 

the best results, you must select your printer as your first action in WordPer¬ 

fect. If you print documents on more than one printer, you will have to revise 

the printer information within a file each time it goes to a different printer. 

To select your printer, start the WordPerfect program and press 

<Shift><F7>,<S> (Select Printer). WordPerfect displays the Select Printer 

menu. 

A list of available printers appears on the screen only if you have copied files 

from one of the Printer disks onto your hard disk. If no list appears, press 

<2> or <0> (Other Disk), insert the Printer 1 disk into a floppy drive, and 

press <Enter>. WordPerfect prompts you for the directory or drive name on 

which to look for additional printers. Type the drive name and press 

<Enter>. A list of printers should now appear in the Select Printer screen. 

Use <PgDn> to view other printer names if the list is longer than one screen. 

If your printer is not on this list, repeat the steps above, inserting Printer 

disks 2 through 4 in turn. If your printer is never listed on the screen, choose 

an equivalent printer or contact J. B. Marketing about obtaining a printer 

driver. 

If a list of printers appears but 

yours is not on it, press <PgDn> to 

see if the list is longer than one 

screen. If your printer is still not 

listed, press <2> or <A> (Additional 

Printers) to access any other printer 

definitions that might be stored on 

your hard disk. Repeat until 

WordPerfect prompts you to enter 

the name of another directory or disk 

on which to look for printer defini¬ 

tions. When prompted, insert the 

Printer 1 disk into your floppy drive 

(A: or B:, whichever is free), enter 

the drive name, and press <Enter>. 

Repeat with the remaining printer 

disks until the name of your printer 

appears on the screen. As in the 

instructions above, if your printer is 

never listed on the screen, either 

choose an equivalent printer or 

contact J. B. Marketing about 

obtaining a correct printer driver. 

When you have located the name of 

your printer, use the arrow keys to 

move the highlight to that name. 

Press <S> or <1 > to select that 

printer. 

WordPerfect now prompts you to 

enter a printer filename. If you want 

the printer definition stored under the 

default filename, press <Enter>; 

otherwise, type a new filename and 

press <Enter>. 

The Printer Helps and Hints screen 

appears next. The information here 

is very important. Read it carefully 

and note any peculiarities that might 

limit your use of WordPerfect. Use 

<PgDn> to view any additional 

screens of Helps and Hints. Press 

<F7> when finished. 
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WordPerfect now displays the Printer 
Edit screen. Here you indicate how 
your printer is connected to your 
microcomputer, the type of paper 
you are using, any additional fonts or 
cartridges that can be used with your 
printer, and any other general 
information. The most important of 
these for beginning use of WordPer¬ 

fect 5.0 is the Port — how your 
printer is connected to your micro¬ 
computer. Make sure this is correct 
before exiting from this screen. 
Some of these options are too 
complex to be described here easily. 
Contact Pat Hood at 978-4548 if you 
need assistance in changing items in 
the Edit menu. 

Press <F7> to exit the Printer Edit 
menu. WordPerfect returns you to 
the Select Printer menu where you 
started. To finally select the printer 
for use, press <S> or <1 >. 
WordPerfect selects the printer and 
returns you to the Print menu. Press 
<F7> to exit the Print menu. 

WordPerfect files presented by disk and use 

Program 1 disk 
wp.exe program part 1 
wphelp.fil function template and help for F1-F7 
wphelp2.fil alphabetic help and help for F8-F10 

Program 2 disk 
wp.fil program part 2 
wp.mrs macro editor 
keys.mrs keyboard layout editor 
wpsmall.drs print view resource for floppy users 
standard.prs standard printer 

Thesaurus disk 
wp{wp}en.ths thesaurus 

Speller disk 
wp{wp}en.lex spell dictionary 
spell.exe dictionary modification program 

Font/Graphics disk 
*-wpg 32 cute graphics 
*.wpd external drivers for graphic displays 
*.frs font resource files 
grab.com good stay-resident screen-grab utility 
wp.drs full print view resource for hard disk 

users 

Learning 
learn.bat batch file for starting tutorial from 

floppy 
tutor.com file to run tutorial from hard disk 
*.tut tutorial lessons 
*.wkb workbook sample files (replace old 

.Im files) 
‘.sty style files 
*.wpg more graphics files 
*.wpm macros 
install.exe the install program 

Conversion disk 
readme 
readme.wp 
cursor.com utility to convert cursor from 

underscore to box 
standard.crs standard conversion file to bring 4.2 

files into 5.0 
charactr.doc full character set test 
charmap.tst prints character mapping for all 

character sets 
printer.tst printer test file 
convert.exe convert utility for documents created 

in other software packages 
graphcnv.exe convert utility for graphics created in 

other software packages 
macrocnv.exe convert utility to convert 4.2 macros 

into 5.0 
library.sty sample styles 
altrnat.wpk alternate keyboard layout 
enhanced.wpk enhanced keyboard layout 
macros.wpk macros mapped to specific keys on 

keyboard 
fc.exe 4.2 printer driver font table convert 

utility 
fc.doc documentation for fc.exe 

PTR Program disk 
ptr.exe 

ptr.hlp 

printer definition modification 
program 
very simple help for printer program 

Printer 1 disk 
wprintl .all printer definitions 

Printer 2 disk 
wprint2.all printer definitions 

Printer 3 disk 
wprint3.all printer definitions 

Printer 4 disk 
wprint4.all printer definitions 
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Upgrading to WordPerfect 5.0 
Pat Hood 
phood@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

If you already own a version of 

WordPerfect, you can easily upgrade 

to Version 5.0. Send the original title 

page of your WordPerfect Reference 

manual (or the title page of the 

update pages if you previously 

changed from 4.1 to 4.2), $90 (plus 

applicable Ontario sales tax), the 

size of diskettes required (3.5" or 

5.25"), and the name and model of 

your printer to: 

J. B. Marketing of Canada 

120 Ninth Street East 

Cornwall, Ontario 

K6H 5R9 

Include a note with your order 

indicating that you want the Mainte¬ 
nance Release of Version 5.0 dated 

July 11,1988 or later. Versions 

dated earlier have various bugs that 

have been fixed in the maintenance 

release. 

Certified cheque, money order, Visa, 

or MasterCard are acceptable. 

Cheques should be made payable to 

J. B. Marketing. Payment by credit 

card must include Expiration Date, 

Card Number, Cardholder Name, 

and signature on all pieces of paper. 

Enquiries about upgrades can be 

made by telephone toll-free 1-800- 

267-2499 or at regular long distance 

charges (613) 936-8888. It is best 

to call early in the morning or late in 

the afternoon because the toll-free 

line is almost always busy. 

Hardware 

Requirements 

for WordPerfect 5=0 

As was mentioned in a previous 

article about WordPerfect 5.0, you 

can no longer manage effectively 

with a slow dual-floppy-drive 

microcomputer. WordPerfect 5.0 

requires 384 kilobytes (KB) of free 

RAM in order to run; 4.2 needed only 

205KB. WPCorp (WordPerfect’s 

creator) is experimenting with a 

version that will run in less memory, 

but there is no information about 

when or if this reduced version will 

be available. (WordPerfect 5.0 was 

rewritten from Assembler to C, 

significantly increasing its size.) 

A minimum 10 megabyte (MB) hard 

disk drive and one floppy drive are 

strongly recommended. The 

program itself fits on two 360KB 

floppy disks (there are twelve 360KB 

disks in the basic package). A fully 

functional version, including Help 

files, screen driver, printer driver, 

spell checker, and conversion file 

takes about 1.4MB. 

Contrary to information previously 

published, it is possible to run 

WordPerfect 5.0 on a dual-floppy- 

drive machine if you boot from the 

WP Program 1 disk and then put the 

Program 2 disk in the A drive and 

leave it there. If you are using a 

microcomputer with 3.5-inch disk 

drives, you can combine both parts 

of the program on one disk and 

avoid the disk switching. 

It is not necessary to have a so- 

called “graphics card” in order to use 

the new WordPerfect. However, you 

cannot use the View Document 

function without one. A CGA and 

colour/bw monitor will allow you to 

preview in low resolution (not useful 

unless viewing text at 200%). 

Hercules Graphics card, Graphics 

Plus card, or In-Color card, EGA, 

and VGA all provide good preview 

results. A rebate offer is available to 

users who purchase the Hercules 

Graphics Plus card and WordPerfect 

5.0. 
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WordPerfect 5.0 
Maintenance Release 
Pat Hood 
phood@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

The first maintenance release of 

WordPerfect 5.0 is now available, 

free, to customers owning WordPer¬ 

fect 5.0. The date of the release is 

July 11, 1988. You can check the 

date of your version of WordPerfect 

by pressing <F3> (Help) while inside 

the program. The date is shown in 

the top right corner of the Help 

screen. The first version of 

WordPerfect 5.0 was dated May 5, 

1988, and an interim version was 

dated July 1. You should request 

the July 11 or later version when 

ordering an upgrade or maintenance 

release. 

The release fixes a number of bugs 

in the premiere version and adds 

some much-needed new features. 

Three specific bugs that have been 

fixed are: 

• Wildcards in the CONVERT 

program now work correctly. 

• Text In <Ctrl><F5> now properly 

closes a file converted from 5.0 to 

4.2. 
• The CONVERT program now 

runs on original IBM PCs. 

Other reported changes and 

additions to the program are listed in 

the box. 

Additions 

• List Files <F5> now operates within the Graphics function to make it easier to enter a graphics filename. 
• The MACROS.WPK example keyboard has been enhanced. 
• A new option under Setup Display <ShiftxFl >, <3> allows you to set View Document to black and white 

regardless of the active colours. This avoids the problem of unreadable and/or ugly colour combinations. 
• New View Document drivers have been added for the Toshiba T3100 and T5100 portable computers to give a 

resolution of 640x400 and a much more readable screen. 
• An Update option has been added to the Printer Select menu to allow you to install modified printer drivers 

easily. 
• The PTR program has been replaced. The maintenance release printer definitions are not compatible with the 

old PTR program. 
• The scheme for marking temporary, loadable soft fonts is revised so that these fonts no longer decrement the 

amount of RAM available for fonts. This does not solve the problem of soft-font memory management. 
• The EN language code, which was causing confusion about whether it stood for British English or American 

English, has been changed to US. Canadian users of the UK dictionary must either rename their dictionary to 
WP{WP}EN.LEX or remember to put a UK language code at the beginning of each document they create. 

• The Bitstream Fontware is now available. Contact J.B. Marketing for these free soft fonts. 

Changes 

• The “non system disk error" experienced on older Compaqs with ROM revisions E and F has disappeared in the 
maintenance release. A system ROM upgrade is still suggested. 

• WordPerfect now runs correctly on the Novell ELS netware server. 
• The Multisync 800x560 graphics driver has been renamed to eliminate confusion. It should be used with the ATI 

VIP VGA 800x560 Multisync video card. 
• Monochrome displays attached to EGA video cards should now work properly in View Document (they used to 

hang). 
• A problem with a card from BOCA can be fixed by getting an updated BIOS directly from BOCA. 
• A bug in the Everex card BIOS has been “worked around" in the maintenance release. 
• The Vega Deluxe with monochrome monitor in Hercules mode does not reset to text mode after using View 

Document. 
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Converting WordPerfect 4.2 
Documents to WordPerfect 5.0 

Pat Hood 
phood@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

Most documents created in 

WordPerfect 4.2 contain formatting 

codes intended to achieve a specific 

effect on a particular printer. For ex¬ 

ample, the Margin Set code [13,97] 

is used to obtain one inch margins 

on a PostScript laser printer, and the 

Font Change [12*,8] is used to 

obtain draft quality printing with 

proportionally spaced 12 pitch text 

on a near-letter-quality dot matrix 

printer. 

Because the formatting functions 

have drastically changed in 

WordPerfect 5.0, it is not always 

possible for the new WordPerfect to 

correctly convert paper sizes, font 

and pitch changes, character 

mappings, and sheet feeder bin 

numbers found in 4.2 files. You 

need to modify the standard.crs 
conversion file so that WordPerfect 

5.0 understands what Font Change 

[12*,8] or Margin Set [13,97] mean. 

This file is then used whenever you 

load a 4.2 document into WordPer¬ 

fect 5.0. 

Editing standard.crs 

1. Start WordPerfect 5.0 

2. Retrieve the file standard.crs. 

This file consists of 4.2 codes 

and comments displayed 

inside double boxes indicating 

what the codes represent. 

The conversion line actually 

consists of four parts: the 4.2 

code, an equal sign, the 5.0 

code(s), and the comment. 

There is one set of codes per 

line, and each line must end 

with a Hard Return ([HRt]). 

Both 4.2 and 5.0 codes can be 

edited. To delete a code, use 

<Backspace> or <Delete>. 

To insert a one-part 5.0 code, 

position the cursor after the 

equal sign and press the 5.0 

keys for that code. Two-part 

codes (e.g., BOLD,bold) are 

more difficult to work with. 

See Replacing Font Codes 

below for a detailed explana¬ 

tion of how these should be 

entered. 

3. Enter the 5.0 codes on the 

appropriate lines. 

4. Save the file using the name of 

your printer, as given in the 

printer definition file, for the file 

identifier and .crs for the file 

extension. For example, if 

your selected printer is the 

Apple LaserWriter Plus, the 

default printer definition file is 

called aplasplu.prs, and the 

conversion file should be 

named aplasplu.crs. 

Replacing Font Codes 

In the standard.crs file, Font 

Change codes are represented by 

the letters FO followed by the 4.2 

font number, a comma, and the pitch 

value (e.g., FO 1,10). Version 4.2 

did not turn fonts on and off — you 

changed from one font to another. 

Version 5.0 uses a font on/font off 

scheme. Because of this, in the 

conversion file, each 4.2 font change 

requires two conversion lines instead 

of one. The FO line represents the 

font on code and the FF line 

represents the font off code. In 4.2 

these are the same; in 5.0 they will 

most likely be different. For ex¬ 

ample, for many 4.2 printers, Font 2 

gave you italics. The Font Change 

[10,2] started italic printing and 

another font change, usually [10,1], 

started regular printing. To convert 

correctly to italics in 5.0, you must 

replace the [10,2] code with [ITALC] 

to start italic printing. At the end of 

the text that is to print in italics, you 

must put the [italc] code to turn it off. 

The conversion file lines would look 

like this: 

FO 2,10 = [!TALC][Comment][HRt] 
FF 2,10 = [italc][Comment][HRt] 

You cannot tell WordPerfect to 

convert Font Change [10,1] to [italc] 

because in 4.2 this code was used to 

switch out of fonts other than italic. 

In the conversion file, the only part 

that you have to enter is the [ITALC] 
[italc]. Unfortunately, these must be 

entered as actual formatting codes 

and cannot be simply typed. If you 
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follow the instructions in the 

WordPerfect manual and press the 

function keys to choose the format 

command, you get both codes after 

each equal sign. If you try to delete 

one half of the code, both halves are 

deleted (WordPerfect has always 

functioned this way). 

To enter these formatting 
instructions correctly: 

1. Turn on Reveal Codes mode: 

<Ctrl><F3>. 

2. Starting after the equal sign of 

FO 2,10=, block the text up to 

and including the equal sign of 

FF 2,10=. 

The Reveal Codes screen 

should look like this: 

FO 2,10 = 

[Block][Comment][HRt] 
FF 2,10 = [Block] 

3. Press <Ctrl><F8>,<2>,<4> to 

format this block in italics. In 

the Reveal Codes screen, the 

italic formatting codes will be 

on the correct lines. 

FO 2,10 = [ITALC][Comment][HRt] 
FF 2,10 = [italc] 

This method of entering formatting 

codes should be used for all two-part 

codes. 

Multiple Codes 

It is possible to convert one 4.2 code 

to multiple 5.0 codes. List the codes 

in the correct order, taking into 

consideration any two-part codes 

that will need to be turned off later in 

a document. Also be aware that the 

conversion process treats each 4.2 

font change as an off code for 

whatever formatting mode you are 

in. For example, if a Font Change 

code is encountered when italics is 

on, an italics off code is inserted 

before the Font Change is con¬ 

verted. In situations where text was 

intended to be bold italic, one of 

these formats may be turned off 

prematurely, depending on how the 

4.2 file was coded. You will have to 

check the 5.0 file carefully and 

reformat the incorrectly converted 

material. 

Converting FO 1,10 

If you print in only one font, then 

Font On 1,10 can be converted to 

the Initial Font and/or Base Font you 

have selected in WordPerfect 5.0. If 

you like to mix font families or sizes 

between documents, then you 

probably should not modify Font 

Change 1,10 in the conversion file, 

keeping the flexibility to set it to 

whatever you want in 5.0. 

Saving the Conversion 
File 

When you have finished editing the 

conversion codes, save the file using 

the same file identifier as your 

selected printer definition and the 

extention .crs. Press 

<ShiftxF7>,<S>,<E> to see the 

filename of the selected printer. This 

duplicity of file identifiers allows 

WordPerfect 5.0 to convert docu¬ 

ments differently, based on the 

printer selected at the time the 

document is retrieved. You should 

create one conversion file for each 

printer you use. 
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Common Problems in 
Converting to WordPerfect 5.0 
Patricia Hood 
phood@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

Learning a new software package is not always easy. Many problems arise when you first use it. Below are 

common problems encountered by University of Toronto and other WordPerfect users when beginning to use 

WordPerfect 5.0. Solutions, where known, are provided. 

Busy signal when telephoning J.B. Marketing. 

The toll-free number for J.B. Marketing in Cornwall, the Canadian distributor of WordPerfect, always seems 

to be busy. Calling early in the morning or late in the evening often brings success. Calling the Software 

Support line 1-800-267-1731 or the Sales office 1-800-267-1770 is usually more successful. The long 

distance number (613) 938-3333 is rarely busy. 

Cannot exit Reveal Codes. 
<AltxF3> is the only way to exit Reveal Codes in Version 5.0. 

Cannot type a blank line before retrieving text during Move command. 
Pressing <Enter> during the Move command retrieves the text that is being moved. Enter the blank line 

either before initiating the Move or after completing the Move. 

Code [ISRt] and/or [DSRt] appear in document. 
These codes stand for Invisible Soft Return and Deletable Soft Return respectively. The first is entered by 

pressing <Home><Enter>. The second is put into a file by WordPerfect. The Invisible Soft Return is used 

to mark a place where it is possible to break a line. A Deletable Soft Return also marks a place where it is 

possible to break a line, but this code cannot be entered by the user. It is used by WordPerfect to manage 

long, undividable pieces of text, such as long lines of blanks or underscores. 

Codes in Reveal Codes are different from earlier versions. 
The codes are now longer representations of command names. The upper-case code indicates the start of 

a format request and the lower-case code indicates the end of a format request. The strangest change 

has been the combination of the ending codes for Centering, Right Align, and FlushRight into the almost 

unintelligible [C/A/FRt], 

Colours on screen make text unreadable. 
Use Setup <Shift><F1 > to change colours. A new option in the maintenance release allows you to view in 

black and white regardless of the colour settings. See “WordPerfect 5.0 Maintenance Release” on page 

25. 

CONVERT program won’t accept wildcards in file specifications. 
This has been fixed in the maintenance release. 
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Ctrl/Alt key mappings lost. 
The Compose function <Ctrl><V> or <Ctrl><2> is now used to enter special characters. See “Extended ASCII 

and foreign characters ...” following. The efficiency of the 4.2 Ctrl/Alt key mapping can be achieved by 

redefining the keyboard in Version 5.0. 

Document created for particular printer has to be printed on a different printer. 
Select the new printer. Create a document that contains one space. Retrieve the incorrectly formatted 

document into the new document. It takes on the printer setting of the document into which it is retrieved. 

Document does not print as displayed in View Document (preview). 
View Document is not true WYSIWYG. If your printer does not support all the formatting capabilities of 

WordPerfect, there will be differences. 

Document does not print as displayed on screen. 
Use View Document to check how document will print. Check which Text and Graphics Qualities have 

been selected under Print Options. Often, High Quality Text is required for optimum results. 

Document formatted for “default printer.” 
This message appears when a document formatted for one printer is loaded while a different printer is 

selected. The document is not formatted for the selected printer, but rather for the least-capable “standard 

printer.” To reformat a document for a new printer, see “Document created for a particular printer...” above. 

Document formatted for wrong printer. 
See above. 

Document not converted correctly. 
Modify standard.crs file to reflect desired formatting conversions. See “Converting WordPerfect 4.2 

Documents to WordPerfect 5.0" on page 26. Not all 4.2 formatting can be correctly converted because of 

the redesign of WordPerfect in Version 5.0. 

Document prints differently than with 4.2 or earlier version. 
Check that conversion file is correctly set up. Check that exact formatting equivalents are used. Some 4.2 

codes may not have equivalents in 5.0. Check that the correct printer is selected and that this information 

has been stored in the document. (See “Document created for particular printer...” above.) Check that the 

correct Text Quality was chosen in Print Options. 

Extended ASCII and foreign characters more difficult to enter. 
Define macros with short names or redefine the keyboard using <Shift><F1>,<6> (Setup Keyboard Layout). 
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Extraneous characters appear on printout when printing in draft quality. 
If you are using an “equivalent" printer driver, this is common. Printing codes not understood by your 

printer are printed as text. Modify the driver or ignore it. 

File converted from 5.0 down to 4.2 appears empty in List Files. 
This has been fixed in the maintenance release. If you are using the earlier version, save the document, 

exit to DOS, and restart WordPerfect to correct. 

Font sizes not listed in points. How do you know which size to choose? 
If you need an explicit size, use Base Font <Ctrl><F8>,<4> to specify size in points. Otherwise, experi¬ 

ment — or learn to use the PTR program to find out how these are defined for a particular printer. The 

printed size of “small, large, extra large” differs according to the size of the Base Font selected. 

Fonts on hard disk or in cartridge not shown in Font list. 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet users find this a common problem; others may as well. When selecting a 

printer, go to the Select Printer Edit menu <Shift><F7>,<S>,<E> and choose Fonts and Cartridges to tell 

WordPerfect which fonts and cartridges you have available for your printer. Mark the available fonts as 

directed by WordPerfect. 

Formatting doesn’t print properly (e.g„, no italics). 
Your printer may not be able to do every format found in WordPerfect. Create a test file of all the formats 

you intend to use and print it using each of the Text Quality settings found under Print Options 

<ShiftxF7>,<T>. The test will give you a better idea of what your printer can do. 

Graphic or graphic box does not appear in editing screen. 
If a graphic is added to a blank document or page, press <Enter> a few times to see if its outline begins to 

appear. If the outline appears, continue pressing <Enter> until the entire graphic box is displayed. The 

contents of the graphic box can be seen only in View Document <ShiftxF7>,<V>. Graphic boxes do not 

appear unless text is wrapped around a graphic. 

Graphic prints as negative image. 
Some scanned images (TIFF format) print negatively on PostScript printers. Try Invert option under 

Graphic Edit and print on Hewlett-Packard LaserJet. No other known solution. 

Large white spaces appear between words in proportionally spaced text. 
These spaces, called rivers, are a result of the missing hyphenation dictionary. Use a smaller percentage 

Word/Letter Spacing value <ShiftxF8>,<4>,<6>,<3> to achieve better results. The hyphenation dictionary 

is available at extra cost from J.B. Marketing. 

Line drawing doesn’t print. 
Line drawing is still not supported for PostScript printers (e.g., Apple LaserWriter). This may be true for 

other printers as well. Check the Helps and Hints for your printer to see if it is supported 

<ShiftxF7>,<S>,<H>. 
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Macros don’t convert correctly when using MACROCNV utility. 
Early versions of the utility did not work correctly. Some macros do not convert correctly (those with 

Replace commands) even with this utility. This is a known problem. WordPerfect suggests you recreate 

macros in Version 5.0. 

Macros don’t work. 
Try converting them using the MACROCNV utility provided with WordPerfect. Also, see above. 

Manual and workbook have missing pages. 

The missing pages and sections are intended for future updates by WordPerfect. 

Medium printing quality loses formatting. 
Each level of Text Quality may give different features. WordPerfect's printer definitions make compro¬ 

mises in order to obtain faster printing. You may have to use High Quality all the time or stop using the 

missing format with speedier printing. 

Merge files don’t work. 
Primary and secondary Merge files created in 4.2 must be retrieved and saved under 5.0 before they can 

be merged. 

No spaces between words when printing in draft quality on dot matrix printer. 
Known problem with Epson FX series of printers when Right Justification is on. Turn Right Justification 

off, do not print in draft, or modify the printer driver to remove quality strings from font changes. This has 

been modified in the maintenance release. 

Printer acts differently. 
Check Text Quality chosen. May not be resolvable because printer definitions have changed drastically. 

Printer drivers created with 4.2 don’t work with 5.0. 

Specially-created 4.2 drivers have to be redefined using the new PTR program provided with Version 5.0. 

The maintenance release cannot use printer definitions created in earlier versions of 5.0. 

Printer not listed on any of the Printer disks. 
Use an equivalent printer (e.g., Epson FX if your printer is Epson-compatible) or contact J.B. Marketing 

about obtaining a printer driver. Some additional drivers (disks 5 through 7) are available at a cost of $15 

per disk. Some additional drivers are free. 

PTR program not documented. 
Press <F3> to get template help when in PTR program. WP Corp is preparing a book (300-400 pp.) on 

how to use this program. 
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Revea! Codes acts differently. 
All WordPerfect functions can now be used in Reveal Codes. The formatting codes have been expanded. 

The cursor in Reveal Codes is now a block that covers a code. 

Screen display in View Document is poor quality. 

Check that correct display is selected under Setup Display <Shift><F1>,<3> 

Screen freezes in View Document (preview). 

Known problem with EGA cards and monochrome monitors; fixed in maintenance release. Check that 

correct display is selected under Setup (see above). Also possible with Hercules-compatible graphics 

cards that are not 100% compatible. 

Spacebar doesn’t exit Reveal Codes. 
Exit using <Alt><F3> only. 

Special characters display in View Document but do not print. 
View Document is not an accurate indicator of what will print and what will not. Check printer driver using 

PTR program to see Character Mappings and Fonts defined for your printer. 

Special characters don’t display on screen. 
Many special characters do not display in the editing screen. Use View Document to see character or 

Reveal Codes to check that correct Compose values were entered for character. 

Spell cannot find dictionary when spell-checking. 
If using UK dictionary, insert Language code at beginning of each document <Shift><F8>,<4>,<L> or 

rename UK dictionary to WP{WP}EN.LEX (the default dictionary). 

Text prints in wrong font. 
Check that Initial Font and Base Font for document are correct. Check for an Initial Font or Base Font 

code immediately preceding the incorrect text. Check that the correct printer is selected. Make sure the 

document is formatted for the selected printer and not the default printer. Check the Text Quality chosen 

— the desired font may not be available in one or more of the qualities. 

WordPerfect Library no longer works properly with WordPerfect. 
Upgrade to Version 2.0 of Library if possible. Start WordPerfect or Library with /NE option to disable use 

of expanded memory if experiencing Error 258. 
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WATCOM C Version 6.5 
Alicia Damley 

UTCS has recently obtained a 

University-wide site licence for the 

WATCOM C compiler, which runs on 

the IBM PC and PS/2 with DOS. It is 

available to members of the Univer¬ 

sity community for an annual fee of 

$35 (payable from University 

research funds only), excluding 

manuals; you must supply eight 

360KB formatted diskettes. This 

article is a review of the compiler. 

Unlike WATFOR-77, WATCOM C 

comprises two compilers: the 

WATCOM C Optimizing Compiler 

and WATCOM Express C. Both 

compilers meet the draft ANSI 

standard for C and include a full 

ANSI C Run-time Library. Included is 

the WATCOM Editor, WATCOM C 

Library, WATCOM Graphics Library, 

WATCOM Debugger (WVIDEO), and 

a number of utilities such as a make 

utility, library manager, C preproces¬ 

sor (produces original source with 

macros fully expanded), and an 

object file disassembler (produces 

Intel assembly language equivalent). 

The final package consists of eight 

360KB diskettes, all clearly labelled. 

The compiler directories and 

associated subdirectories can be 

quickly set up through a completely 

automated installation procedure. 

You will need approximately 2.6MB 

of disk space for installation. 

Successful installation of the 

compilers yields four demonstration 

programs, using each of the two 

compilers and two graphics 

programs. The two compiler demon¬ 

strations ran easily and produced 

correct output. However, while the 

two graphics programs would 

compile and link without errors, it 

was clear that the output they 

produced was not correct. Some 

time was spent checking the 

program code, but with no success. 

A subsequent phone call to 

WATCOM's Technical Support 

quickly yielded the solution — a bug 

in the _remappalette function when 

using an EGA card. This was solved 

by commenting out all lines calling 

the function. 

The WATCOM C Optimizing 

Compiler consists of a compile 

(WCC) and link (WLINK) step. 

These may be entered individually or 

the two steps may be combined in 

one command (WCL). The compiler 

supports five memory models; small 

(code and data < 64KB), medium 

(code > 64KB, data < 64KB), 

compact (code < 64KB, data > 

64KB), large (code and data > 

64KB), and huge (code > 64KB, data 

» 64KB). In addition, you can 

specify the level of generated object 

code (80x86). Entering any of the 

above commands results in a Help 

screen outlining the proper syntax of 

the command and all options 

available. Each command has a 

number of options. On the compile 

step, these include controlling 

optimization strategy, memory model 

selection, the nature of debugging 

information included, and the level of 

adherence to the draft ANSI stan¬ 
dard. 

The link step accepts a number of its 

own options and directives. These 

include files to be linked, libraries to 

be searched, nature of debugging 

information, and overlay file genera¬ 

tion. If many instructions are to be 

provided to the linker, all may be 

specified in a directive file in the 

appropriate order. Then, using the 

directive, only the filename need 

be specified on the WLINK com¬ 

mand. 

Included in Version 6.5 of WATCOM 

C is the single step compile and link 

utility (WCL). All C files specified are 

compiled and linked with any object 

files and libraries specified. Options 

for this command include all of the 

WATCOM C compiler options and 

others specific to WCL. These 

additional options include generating 

a map file, specifying the name for 

the executable file, and processing 

additional directive files. Moreover, a 

WCL environment variable has been 

provided to specify compiler options 

commonly or regularly used. 

Also with this compiler is a debugger 

known as WVIDEO, the WATCOM 

Visual Interactive Debugging 

Execution Overseer (see example 

screen on next page). To use the 

debugger, you invoke appropriate 

compile and link options. Object files 

created by specifying the debug 

option are approximately 3.5 times 

larger and the executable roughly 

twice the size. When the debugging 

process is completed, you can use 

the WSTRIP utility to delete the 
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additional debugging information 

from the files. Features of the 

debugger include interactive tracing 

of the program at the source and 

assembly level, defining break 

points, assigning new values to 

registers and variables, examining or 

modifying the contents of memory in 

one of several ways, and keeping a 

log of the debugger command re¬ 

sponses. 

You can tailor the debugger to meet 

your needs. If you are using a colour 

monitor, you can change the “paint" 

attributes associated with the text 

and background of each window. 

You can view up to six display 

windows within debug, including 

assembly instructions, memory loca¬ 

tions, current 

contents of 8086 

registers, and 

program source 

code. You may 

have up to two 

monitors 

connected to a 

system. Debug¬ 

ger commands 

may be entered 

at the prompt or, 

alternatively, 

invoked from a 

menu bar at the 

top of the 

screen. Menus 

can be activated 

by pressing both 

the Alt key and 

the first letter of 

the menu title si¬ 

multaneously. 

Once the menu is invoked, the up 

and down arrow keys move through 

selections, and the left and right 

arrow keys move between menus. 

Although it is undocumented in the 

manual, we were able to use a 

mouse to select menus and options 

as well as to scroll within a window. 

Within the debugger, frequently-used 

commands may be assigned to a 

programmable function (PF) key. Up 

to 40 separate function keys may be 

defined to execute a command 

quickly. A detailed chapter in the 

Optimizing Compiler manual clearly 

outlines the debugger's use. 

Express C 

The second compiler included in this 

package is WATCOM Express C 

(WEXP), a one step compile-and-go 

product. Express C supports only 

the medium memory model. Like 

other WATCOM products, it may be 

configured to be a complete edit and 

compile-run environment, allowing 

you to move quickly between the edit 

and run stages. However, if your 

program is part of a larger unit, a 

compiler option lets you generate an 

object module. These modules may 

then be linked using the WLINK and 

specifying the Express C Run-time 

Library, thereby creating an execut¬ 

able module. 

A number of other compiler 

options may be specified to further 
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its use. These include checking only 

syntax, setting the size of a data 

segment, object libraries to be 

searched or object files to be loaded, 

and the level of adherence to the 

draft ANSI standard. 

Also provided is an integrated 

source-level debugger. You invoke 

the debugger with the “/d” option on 

either the WEXP command or from 

within the editor. If there are no 

compilation errors, a menu-titled 

window containing the program 

source is displayed. Three other 

windows may be opened simultane¬ 

ously: the output window, the data 

window, and the view window. 

Windows open at the same time are 

separated by a solid line. Six 

debugger menus are presented at 

the top of the screen. A menu may 

be selected (or pulled down) either 

by pressing <F1> followed by the left 

or right arrow key, or by pressing the 

Alt key followed by the first character 

of the appropriate menu. Debugging 

features include the ability to set 

break points, trace program execu¬ 

tion, and examine and modify 

variables. 

In keeping with other WATCOM 

products, both C compilers feature 

very good debugging facilities, 

diagnostics, and error messages. 

Lists of all diagnostics and run-time 

error messages are found in the 

respective compiler reference 

manuals. 

The documentation for these two 

compilers is extensive, including the 

Optimizing Compiler and Tools 
User’s Guide, the Express C User’s 
Guide, the Language Reference, the 

Library Reference, the Graphics 
Library Reference, and the Editor 
User's Guide. All the manuals are 

readable, indexed, and divided into 

appropriate chapters. Note, how¬ 

ever, that the Language Reference 
assumes knowledge of the C 

language and thus does not include 

complete details on the syntax of the 

C language (in fact, the “formal 

syntax of the C programming 

language” is presented only in a six- 

page appendix). Instead, this 

manual stresses general language 

information and offers hints on 

writing portable C programs. 

Although we did not perform specific 

benchmark tests using these two 

compilers, other sources confirm that 

they fall within the group of fastest C 

compilers. The size of executables 

is among the smallest, making these 

compilers all-around winners. 

If you would like any further informa¬ 

tion or are interested in obtaining a 

copy, please call Reinhard Schuller 

or Advising Services at 978-HELP. 
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SAS/PC News 
Andrzej Pindor 
apindor@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

Fixes for SAS Bugs Different problems may appear with Compaq 386 machines, and we 

recommend you contact us if you have one of these machines. 

The SAS system is an extensive and 

complex piece of software, and it is 

hardly surprising that from time to 

time bugs are discovered in it. SAS 

Institute deals with the problem of 

errors in its software in two ways. 

Firstly, it keeps Usage Notes — a list 

of currently known problems and 

ways of circumventing them — and 

distributes these notes to sites 

several times a year. Secondly, it 

attempts to provide corrections, zaps 
in SAS Institute terminology, which 

may be applied to the software to fix 

the problem or at least to alleviate it. 

These corrections are usually 

distributed together with Usage 

Notes. Explanations on how to use 

Usage Notes are provided in a file 

called READ.ME in the 

\SAS\SASUSAGE subdirectory; 

instructions for applying zaps are 

provided in a READ.ME file on the 

Zap diskette. 

We recently received from SAS 

Institute a new set of Usage Notes 

along with zaps for several prob¬ 

lems, including those with the Intel 

math coprocessor about which we 

notified users some time ago. The 

problem has been researched 

thoroughly in the meantime and was 

found to be caused by operating the 

coprocessor at speeds higher than it 

is rated for. You should refer to your 

PC’s manual or call your local PC 

retailer to determine what speed of 

math coprocessor should be inserted 

in your PC. 

Below is a short description of some newly discovered problems, sent to us 

by SAS Institute. Call us if you need more details. 

DATA STEP 
IF-THEN/ELSE 
incorrect results. Using DO groups after each IF-THEN and ELSE statement 
alleviates the problem. Zap available. 

PROC MEANS and PROC SUMMARY 

If a numeric variable is assigned a length less than eight and then specified in the 
ID list for MAXID and MINID statistics you may have a problem. 

PROC CLUSTER 

For input data sets with more than 255 observations, output may be incorrect in 
certain circumstances. 

statements nested more than three levels deep may produce 

!WliIIS ■■I 
mmmmm 

PROC FASTCLUS 
Output may be incorrect in some circumstances. Zap available. 

PROC GPLOT 
... . • . ........ 

May produce incorrect output when any type of regression interpolation is 
requested with a PLOT statement of the form Y*X=Z. 

PROC FSEDIT 

If a change is ma 

You are encouraged to come in for a copy of the new Usage Notes and the 

Zap diskette, but please note that you must bring your own empty diskettes 

— four for the Usage Notes and one for the Zap diskette. 

New RLINK Files 

Due to a change in UTCS’ PACX protocol, the RLINK files you have will fail 

when you try to connect to a mainframe SAS session. The necessary 

changes are minor and can be explained over the phone, but if you prefer, 
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you can come to UTCS and copy the 

new RLINK files onto your diskettes. 

SAS/IML Module 
Available 

The new SAS/IML (Interactive Matrix 

Language) module makes matrix 

manipulations and operations on 

matrices much easier. SAS Institute 

has finally sent us the IML module 

for SAS on the PC. If you have 

already paid for it (it costs $20 extra), 

call the UTCS Information Centre 

(978-4990) to make an appointment 

to borrow the diskettes. Alterna¬ 

tively, you can come to the Informa¬ 

tion Centre Lab and copy the 

diskettes onto your own diskettes, 

using one of our micros. SAS/IML 

takes two diskettes. The test stream 

and the sample library take one 

diskette each. If you have deleted 

the \SAS\SASINST subdirectory 

from your hard disk, you will also 

need the fifth diskette, which 

contains the installation program for 

additional products. 

If you have not already paid for SAS/ 

IML but would like to purchase it 

now, please contact the Information 

Centre. 

LINPACK and EISPACK for PCs 
Andrzej Pindor 
apindor@vm. utcs. utoronto. ca 

As already announced (Comput- 
erNews, July/August), UTCS has 

LINPACK and EISPACK FORTRAN 

source code (double precision) 

available for distribution at U of T. 

The code is free, but you must 

supply your own diskettes. EIS¬ 

PACK comes on four 5.25-inch 

diskettes. The first two contain the 

code itself (about 400KB), the third 

contains test programs, and the 

fourth contains data for the test 

programs. LINPACK also comes on 

four 5.25-inch diskettes. The first 

contains subroutines for real 

matrices (260KB), the second, test 

programs, the third, subroutines for 

complex matrices (350KB), and the 

fourth, test programs for complex 

matrices. 

The source code of both EISPACK 

and LINPACK is written in standard 

FORTRAN, and we had no problems 

compiling selected subroutines with 

Microsoft 3.2 FORTRAN, Lahey 

Personal FORTRAN-77, and IBM 

FORTRAN/2. There was, however, 

a minor problem when compiling one 

of the EISPACK test programs with 

IBM FORTRAN/2. One of the 

FORMAT statements seemed to be 

too long and had to be split into two 

statements. Interestingly, the 

Microsoft and Lahey Personal 

compilers accepted this FORMAT 

statement without problems. 

LINPACK is a set of public-domain 

FORTRAN subroutines for solving 

linear equations, inverting matrices, 

and computing matrix decomposi¬ 

tions. EISPACK is a set of public- 

domain FORTRAN subroutines for 

computing eigenvalues and eigen¬ 

vectors. To make good use of 

LINPACK code, you need the 

LINPACK User’s Guide (Dongarra, 

J.J. et al., SIAM, 1979). Similarly, 

EISPACK code requires Matrix 
Eigensystem Routines — EISPACK 
Guide (Smith, B.T. et al., Springer- 

Verlag, 1976). 

If you would like a copy of EISPACK 

and/or LINPACK, please contact 

Advising Services at 978-HELP. We 

can also make copies on 3.5-inch 

(700KB) diskettes. 
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Documents at UTCS 

All vendor-produced documentation may be ordered through the UTCS Information Office, Room 
201, 4 Bancroft Avenue. UTCS documents and selected vendor documents are also stocked 
there for purchase. For more information on prices, call Dale Wright at 978-4990. Whenever 
feasible, documents are made available online, and users are encouraged to print their own 
copies. On the VM machine, a special command has been provided for this purpose. 

To print online documents on: 

IBM VM/CMS 
Type “help document1’ 

GP UNIX 
Use ipr command 

The following examples relate to the table below. The document to be printed is the UTCS Guide 
to Census Tapes, called CENSUS LISTING on CMS and /usr/doc/utcs/census on GP UNIX. 
<RETURN> means RETURN or ENTER key. 

CMS: document <RETURN> <RETURN> 
. laser census listing (forms yxle<RETURN> 

. VY . ■ ' • YY / Y / . - O 

GP UNIX: nohup ipr -8p -fyxle /usr/doc/utcs/census & <RETURN> 
"y. :v'y:...;/ . .\Vy: 

UTCS Documents in hardcopy 

New: 

Previously announced: 

UTCS Catalogue: Statistics Products 
UTCS Catalogue: Text Products 
UTCS Guide to Census Tapes 
UTCS Guide to Kermit 
UTCS Guide to Micro File Transfer Service 
UTCS Guide to Text Processing on GP UNIX 

Academic’s Guide to Microcomputer Systems 
Character Sets for Highspeed Printing 
UTCS GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Introduction 
UTCS GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Basics 
UTCS GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Accounting 
UTCS Catalogue: Numerical Products 

UTCS Documents online 

New: 

CMS 
LISTING 

GP UNIX Forms 
Code 

Previously announced: 

UTCS GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Introduction 
UTCS GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Basics 
UTCS Catalogue: Access, Part 1 
UTCS Catalogue: Access, Part 2 
UTCS Catalogue: Numerical Products 

Product-Function List 
UTCS Catalogue: Statistics Products 

Product-Function List 
UTCS Catalogue: Text Products 
UTCS Guide to BMDP 
UTCS Guide to Census Tapes 
Recipes for Using Tapes on VM/CMS 
UTCS Guide to FORTRAN on VM/CMS 
UTCS Guide to GP UNIX 
UTCS Guide to Highspeed Printing 

INTRO 
BASICS 
ACCESS1 

NUMCAT 
NUMLIST 
STATCAT 
STATLIST 
TEXTCAT 
BMDP 
CENSUS 
QUIKTAPE 
FORTRAN 

PRINT 

/usr/doc/utcs/intro 
/usr/doc/utcs/basics 
/usr/doc/utcs/access 1 
/usr/doc/utcs/access2 

/usr/doc/utcs/textcat 

/usr/doc/utcs/census 

/usr/doc/utcs/gpunix 
/usr/doc/utcs/print 

BXQD 

BXQD 
* 

* Recommended forms code for the 8700 is YXLE unless otherwise stated, 
t Use the 87set command. Type "help 87set". 
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Documents continued 

UTCS Documents online continued 

CMS 
LISTING 

GP UNIX Forms 
Code 

UTCS Guide to Kermit 
UTCS Guide to Micro Laser Printing Service 
UTCS Guide to SAS 
UTCS Guide to SCRIBE 
(For printing instructions, see page 1 of document) 

UTCS Guide to Series/1 Terminal Use 
3270 Emulation: 

Cybernex APL100 and Volker Craig VC404 
DM1520 
Hardcopy Terminal 
IBM 3101 
IBM PC Kermit 
SOROC IQ 
VT52 
VT100 

UTCS Guide to SPSS 
UTCS Guide to Text Processing on GP UNIX 
UTCS Guide to TFW.MAK in SCRIBE 
UTCS Guide to VM/CMS 
UTCS Guide to WSCRIPT 
UTCS Rate Schedule (Commercial) 
UTCS Rate Schedule (External) 
UTCS Rate Schedule (Internal) 

KERMIT 
MICRLASR 
SAS 
SCRIBE 

/usr/doc/utcs/kermit 

SERIES 

CYBER 
DM1520 
HARDCOPY 
IBM3101 
PCKERMIT 
SOROC 
VT52 
VT100 
SPSS 

TFWMAK 
CMSGD 
WSCRIPT 
RATESCOM 
RATESEXT 
RATESINT 

/usr/doc/utcs/text YXOG 
* 

t 
t 
t 

Other Documentation online 

Kermit 
Kermit Protocol Manual 
Kermit User Guide 

ProComm 
ProComm Reference Manual 

VM Tape Documents 
TapeMap User's Guide and Reference 
VMTAPE Messages and Codes 
VMTAPE User's Guide 

VMSECURE 
VMSECURE User's Guide 

Waterloo SCRIPT 
Reference Manual 
User’s Guide 
Using SCRIPT in MVS/TSO 
Waterloo SCRIPT and a PostScript Printer 
Formula Processor Summary 
GML User's Guide 
GML Reference Summary 

OBS WYLBUR 
Messages and Codes 
Qwik Files 
Reference Summary 
Reference Manual 
7.0 Release Guide 
User Guide 

Electronic Mail 
A User’s Guide to Electronic MAIL 

KERMITPM 
KERMITUG 

PROCOMM 

TAPEMAP 
VMTMSGS 
VMTUSER 

VMSECURE 

WSCRPTRF 
WSCRPTUG 
WSCRPTSO 
WSCRPTPS 
WSCRPTFP 
GMLUG 
GMLRFSUM 

MAILBOOK 

YXOE 
YXOF 

YXOE 

YXOE 
YXOE 

YXOE 

YXLC 
YXLC 
YXLC 
YXLC 
YXLC 
YXLC 
YXLC 

YXLD 
YXLD 
YXLG 
YXLD 
YXLC 
YXLD 

YXOC 

* Recommended forms code for the 8700 is YXLE unless otherwise stated. 
T Use the 87set command. Type "help 87set". 
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Consulting and Enquiries 

Applications Support & Advising Supervisor Alex Nishri BC214 978-7109 
External Marketing Consultant Ihor Prociuk BC217 978-6875 
Erindale College Joe Lim ER2035 828-5311 
Information Office Dale Wright BC201 978-4990 
Account & Access Code Enquiries (U of T) tba BC101B 978-8703 
Account & Access Code Enquiries (External) Sylvia May BC101B 978-7148 
IBM PC Maintenance Kam Mark BC103 978-5050 
Tape Library (Academic Services) tba MP368 978-7319 
Tape Library (Administrative Services) Miranda Fong MP368 978-6693 
Terminal Service Rosi Tseu BC105 978-7087 
UTCS Noncredit Short Courses Irene Rosiecki BC217 978-4565 

Consulting & Advising Services:. .978-HELP 
CMS, and GP UNIX userids:.ADVISOR 
CMS Userid for mail problems: .POSTMSTR 

System Status Enquiries (GP UNIX).978-4318 
System Status Enquiries (IBM) .978-7393 
Interactive Services 300 (bps).978-6200 
Interactive Services 1200 (bps).978-3959 
Interactive Services 2400 (bps).978-7239 
Datapac.4320 0056 
Telnet.0302043200056 
Tymnet.<backspace>DPAC;302043200056 

UTCS Directory 

Director: Dr. Warren Jackson BC118 978-8948 wcj@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 
Associate Director: Eugene Siciunas BC116 978-5058 eugene@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 
Managers: 
Communications STechnical Support Norman Housley BC121B 978-4967 norman@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 
Information Centre Don Gibson BC217 978-7331 don@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 
Internal Systems Support Ron Vander Kraats BC121A 978-4428 rvk@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 
Operations Support Dr. Bob Chambers MP350 978-7092 
Systems Support Bill Lauriston MP331 978-3579 bill@vm.utcs.utoronto.ca 

Committees on Computing 

Committee on Administrative Computing 
UTCS Board 
Supercomputer Users' Group at U of T 
Research Board Standing Committee 

on Computing 

Chair Janice Oliver 978-4322 
Chair Prof J.F. Keffer 978-4984 
Chair Prof. J.M. Ting 978-4971 

Chair Prof. C.C. Gotlieb 978-2986 

Legend 

BC = Bancroft Building 
ER = Erindale 
MP = McLennan Physical Labs 

* NetNorth/BITNET/EARN 
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LJTCS Terminal and Advising Sites 

Names and Locations _ 

Central Advising Office (CAO), 978-HELP 
Engineering Annex (EA, CDF), 11 King’s College Road, Rooms 103, 107, 107B, 201,203 
Erindale College (Erin), 828-5339, Mississauga Road, Erindale Campus, Rooms 2037, 2039A-B-C, 2045 
Robarts, Robarts Library, 130 St. George St., Room 1061A 
Sidney Smith (Sidney), 100 St. George St., Rooms 1071, 2105 
St.Michael's College, 121 St. Joseph St., Room 107 
Trinity College, 6 Hoskins Ave., Room 024 
Victoria University, 73 Queens Park Cres., Room 208 

Access Hours 

Sites Hours of Access Restrictions* Advising 

SVton-Thurs Fri Sat Sun 

CAO 10:00-18:00 10:00-18:00 closed closed Research 978-HELP 
CDF 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs Undergrads No 
EA 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs None 978-HELP for Research 

Erin (2039)A 9:00-17:00 9:00-17:00 12:00-16:00 12:00-16:00 Research Rm 2005 
(2045-46-47) 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs Undergrads Rm 2005 

(235)t 8:00-22:00 8:00-17:00 closed closed None Rm 2046 
Robarts 8:30-24:00 8:30-24:00 9:00-22:00 13:00-22:00 None 978-HELP for Research 
Sidney 7:00-24:00 7:00-24:00 7:00-24:00 7:00-24:00 None 978-HELP for Research 
St.Michael’s 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs 24 hrs None 978-HELP for Research 
Trinity 8:00-22:00 8:00-22:00 8:00-22:00 8:00-22:00 None 978-HELP for Research 
Victoria 8:30-23:00 8:30-23:00 closed closed None 978-HELP for Research 

Sites Advising Hours 

CAO Monday through Friday, 10:00 - 18:00 
Erin Monday through Friday, 09:00 - 22:00 

Legend 

* Research includes graduates, faculty, staff, 
.i Key access available, 
t Access restricted to building hours. 

Terminal and Printer Access 

Sites PACK Network 
Terminal 
Server 

Printers CDF/PC 
Terminals 

CDF Y N Y N 
EA N Y Y N 
Erin Y Y Y N 
Robarts Y N Y Y 
Sidney N Y Y Y 
St.Michael's Y N Y Y 
Trinity Y N Y Y 
Victoria Y N Y* Y 

(Y=yes, N=no) 

* CDF/PC only 
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UTCS Services 

UTCS Centrally Owned and Managed 

Systems 
IBM VM/CMS 

• General Purpose Timesharing; access to NetNorth, BITNET, and EARN 
networks; access to CRAY X-MP/22 

• 4381 P02 processor, 16 megabytes ot memory 
• CP operating system, VM/SP HPO R4.2 
• CMS timesharing system, VM/SP Release 4 
• RSCS spooling system, Release 3 
• CRAY station Release 4 

GP UNIX 
Technical Assistance: 978-8853 

• General Purpose Timesharing under SUN UNIX 3.2 
• SUN 3/280, 8 megabytes of memory 
• access to Linotronic typesetter 
• offers a sophisticated and powerful environment for text processing 
• offers a sophisticated programming environment suitable for commercial 

software development or testing 
• full access to USENET, an electronic technical information exchange facility 
• offers excellent electronic mail facilities and ability to send or receive mail 

from most computer networks worldwide, such as UUCPNET, ARPANET, 
NetNorth, BITNET, CSNET, CDNNET 

Services 

The principal mandate of UTCS is to 
plan, implement, and operate 
facilities and "common-carrier" 
networks, and to plan and support 
divisional, departmental or project 
computer facilities as requested. 

Facilities Managed by UTCS 

Administrative Computing 

• administrative IMS/VS, DB/DC, DB2, Batch, and TSO 
• 4381-R14 processor, 32 megabytes of memory 
• MVS operating system 

Computer Disciplines Facility/UNIX 

Communications & Technical Support 
Primary Phones: 978-3787, 978-4967 

• Communications Group provides communications systems, terminals, 
modems, data channels: consulting and installation. 

• Field Sen/ice Group installs and maintains communications and computer 
systems, particularly IBM PCs. Micro Vaxes, and Macintoshes, on a contract 
basis or on a cost-per-call basis. 

• provides consulting on computer systems technology and installs computer 
systems 

• provides access between the IBM systems and machines using UNIX, VMS 
and other operating systems. Ethernet, Pronet, and IBM TRN technologies 
are used over various transmission media including optical fibre. More basic 
communications techniques are also used for moderate speed links. 

• provides consulting on local area networking and installs LANS 
• provides access to NetNorth (BITNET), the North American Universities 

Network; and USENET, the UNIX networking fraternity 
• will provide a communications solution to department needs on a contractual 

basis 

SUN 3/280s, 8 megabytes of memory (zero.cdf) 
• Computer Science interactive access 
• SUN UNIX 3.5 

SUN 3/280s, 16 megabytes of memory (one.cdf) 
• Computer Science interactive access 
• SUN UNIX 3.5 

Computer Disciplines Facility/PC 

• 97 Tl Professional Computers connected in a Local Area Network 
• introductory Computer Science instruction 
• MS-DOS with Turing environment 

Erindale College Systems 

VAX 8200, 8 megabytes of memory 
• instructional access using VMS 
• research access 

Information Centre 
Primary Phone: 978-HELP VAX 8350, 5 megabytes of memory 

• instructional access using UNIX (Berkeley UNIX 4.3BSD) 

Provides assistance in use of electronic messaging, including use of Local 
Area Networks (LANS); NetNorth/BITNET/EARN, the world Universities 
network; CDNNET, the Canadian X.400 network; ARPANET; CSNET; 
USENET; and other international connections. 
provides advising, consulting and documentation on: 
command languages, including CMS and UNIX 
high level languages, including FORTRAN, and PLVI 
packages and libraries, including SAS, SPSS-X, BMDP, IMSL, and NAg 
editors and formatters, including XEDIT, ed, nroff/trotf 
provides general micro support 
selection consulting tor hardware and software 
Micro Lab for evaluation of hardware and software 
advice on University discounts 
media conversion and data transfer 
operates UTCS Microcomputer Bulletin Board System 
offers Micro Laser Printing Service 
offers 35mm slide production service using Polaroid Palette 
administers Local Area Network of PCs for Education Facility 
administers Macintosh Education Facility 
high quality typesetting 
installs and maintains application packages 
provides short courses and seminars on the more popular services and 
software packages 

Institutional Relations System 

VAX-11/750, 8 megabytes of memory 
• database sen/ices to the owner departments using VMS 

EPAS Facility 

• 4361-5 processor, 16 megabytes of memory 
• general VM/CMS services to the owner departments 

Ontario Centre for Large Scale Computation (OCLSC) 

• Cray Research Inc. X-MP/22 
• 2 processors, 2 megawords main memory 
• solid state disk (SSD) with 16 megawords of storage 
• COS 1.16 operating system 
• VAX-11/750 + microVAX II providing VMS front-end services 

directly and to VMS and UNIX nodes 
• VM front-end services provided by UTCS 4381-P02 
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UTCS Software List 

Package/Compiler System Support Version 

Communications 

Kermit VM/CMS A — 

Kermit UNIX B 4C(058) 
FTS VM/CMS A — 

MAIL/MAILBOOK VM/CMS A 86.359 
MICROLASER VM/CMS A — 

macget/macput UNIX C — 

netcopy, netexec, to (NetNorth Tools) UNIX B — 

xmodem UNIX C — 

ftp,rsh.rlogin,telnet,rep 
(Access via TCP/IP to most of the networkec 
machines on all three campuses) 

1 
UNIX B 

rn/Pnews UNIX B — 

mail,mh,Mail UNIX - — 

Graphics 

PLOTBASIC (FORTRAN) VM/CMS C — 

SAS/GRAPH VM/CMS A 5.16 

Lanauaaes 

ASSEMBLER(F) VM/CMS C ... 

Concurrent Euclid VM/CMS C 1.9 
FORTUTILS VM/CMS A 2.2 
PL/I OP1 Compiler VM/CMS B 1.5.1 
REXX VM/CMS A — 

SNOBOL 4 VM/CMS C 3.5 
Turing VM/CMS C — 

VS FORTRAN VM/CMS A 1.4.1 

VS Pascal VM/CMS C 2.2 
Waterloo C VM/CMS C 1.3 
WATFIV VM/CMS C V2L0 
WATFOR-77 VM/CMS A 1.3 
cc UNIX A — 

Ml UNIX C ... 

ratfor UNIX C BSD std. 
ttc UNIX C ... 

pc UNIX C BSD std. 
yacc UNIX C — 

awk UNIX C — 

adb.dbx UNIX C BSD std. 

Numerical 

IMSL VM/CMS A 9.2,10.0 
UNPACK VM/CMS C ... 

NAg VM/CMS A Mark 11 

Statistical 

BMDP VM/CMS A Level 85, Level 87 
Minitab VM/CMS B 5.1 
NAg VM/CMS A Mark 11 
NTSYS VM/CMS C — 

SAS VM/CMS A 5.16 
SPSSX VM/CMS A 2.2 
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Software List continued 

Package/Compiler System Support Version 

Text Processing 

SCRIBE VM/CMS C 4( 1400)-1 
Waterloo SCRIPT VM/CMS B 86.1 
XEDIT VM/CMS A — 

8700 Pseudotypesetting VM/CMS C n/a 
MICROLASER VM/CMS A — 

ed UNIX A --- 

vi UNIX C — 

cmacs UNIX C ___ 

spell UNIX C — 

diction/explain UNIX C — 

eqn UNIX B — 

tbl UNIX B — 

pic UNIX C — 

troff UNIX B — 

nroff UNIX B — 

TeX UNIX C — 

Utilities 

FORTUTILS VM/CMS A 2.2 

TPRINT VM/CMS C ... 

crypt UNIX A BSD std. 
compress UNIX C BSD std. 
csh UNIX B BSD std. 
diff UNIX A BSD std. 
grep UNIX A BSD std. 
ipr UNIX B — 

learn UNIX C BSD std. 
patch UNIX C — 

sed UNIX A BSD std. 
sort UNIX A BSD std. 
sh UNIX A BSD std. 
tar UNIX A BSD std. 
uniq UNIX A BSD std. 
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Software List continued 

Package/Compiler Version Environment Support 

ADDlication Develocment Tools 

BASIC 
GW BASIC — MS-DOS B 

C 
Microsoft C 5.1 MS-DOS B 
MPW C 2.0.2 Macintosh B 
WATCOM C & Express C 6.0 MS-DOS B 

FORTRAN 
IBM FORTRAN/2 1.0 MS-DOS 3.3 & OS/2 B 
Language Systems FORTRAN 1.0 Macintosh C 
Microsoft FORTRAN 4.0 MS-DOS B 
WATCOM WATFOR-77 3.0 MS-DOS A 

Pascal 
MPW Pascal 2.0.2 Macintosh C 
TURBO Pascal — MS-DOS B 

Tools 
ResEdit 1.2d0 Macintosh B 
HyperCard 1.2.1 Macintosh A 
Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop 2.0.2 Macintosh B 
WATCOM GKS 1.3 MS-DOS B 

Communications 

File Transfer & Terminal Emulators 
Kermit 0.8(35) Macintosh A 
Kermit 2.30 MS-DOS A 
Kermit — Apple II DOS C 
Kermit — CP/M C 
Lap-Link DeskLink 1.0 MS-DOS B 
Lap-Link Mac 1.2 Macintosh B 
Lap-Link PC 2.16 MS-DOS B 
MacTerminal 2.2 Macintosh B 
PC TALK3 — MS-DOS C 
PC PLOT III — MS-DOS C 
ProComm TU 2.4.2 MS-DOS A 
Red Ryder 10.3 Macintosh B 

Network Systems 
AppleShare 2.0.1 Macintosh B 
Novell Advanced Netware 2.0a MS-DOS B 
TOPS 2.0 Macintosh B 
TOPS 2.0 MS-DOS B 

Network System Utilities 
lnter*Poll 1.0 Macintosh C 

Database Manaaers 

4th Dimension Int. 1.03 Macintosh B 
AskSam 3.0 MS-DOS B 
Clipper S87 MS-DOS B 
DATAEASE 2.5 MS-DOS B 
dBASE II — CP/M B 
dBASE III Plus 1.1 MS-DOS A 
FoxBASE 2.14u MS-DOS C 
Notebook II 2.03 MS-DOS C 
REFLEX — MS-DOS B 
ViewFinder III — MS-DOS B 
ZylNDEX — MS-DOS B 
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Software List continued 

Package/Compiler Version Environment 

Desktop Publishina 

PageMaker 2.0a, 3.0 Macintosh 
PageMaker 1.0a, 3.0 MS-DOS 
Ventura 1.1 MS-DOS 
XPress 1.0 Macintosh 

Electronic Mail 

Microsoft Mail 1.36 Macintosh 
QuickMail 1.0 Macintosh 

Graohics 

Charting 
35mm Express 4.02 MS-DOS 
Cricket Graph 1.2 Macintosh 
Freelance Plus 2.01 MS-DOS 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01a MS-DOS 
Microsoft Excel 1.5 Macintosh 
Microsoft Excel 2.0 MS-DOS 
SigmaPlot — MS-DOS 

Draw and CAD 
Aldus Freehand 1.0 Macintosh 
Cricket Draw 1.1 Macintosh 
Generic CADD 3.0 MS-DOS 
MiniCad 4.05 Macintosh 
Illustrator 1.0 Macintosh 
lllustrator88 1.6 Macintosh 
MacDraft 1.2a Macintosh 
Mac Draw 1.95 Macintosh 
MacDrawll I.OvI Macintosh 
Windows Draw 1.02 MS-DOS 

Image and Scanning 
ImageStudio 1.0 Macintosh 
Publish Pac 2.0 Macintosh 
Publish Pac 2.0 MS-DOS 
Text Pac 2.0 MS-DOS 

Paint 
DR HALO 1.23 MS-DOS 
MacPaint 2.0 Macintosh 
Microsoft Paintbrush 2.0 MS-DOS 
PC Paintbrush 2.5 MS-DOS 
SuperPaint 1.1 Macintosh 
Windows Paint 2.03 MS-DOS 

Plotting Subroutines 
WATCOM GKS 1.3 MS-DOS 

Numerical 

Eispack n/a MS-DOS 
Eureka n/a MS-DOS 
GAUSS 1.49B MS-DOS 
Unpack n/a MS-DOS 
MathCAD 2.0 MS-DOS 
muMATH-83 4.12 MS-DOS 

Ooeratina Svstems 

IBM PC, PS/2, and compatibles 
IBM OS/2 1.0 n/a 
IBM PC-DOS 3.3 n/a 
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Software List continued 

Package/Compiller Version Environment 

Microsoft MS-DOS (incl IBM PC-DOS) 3.2 n/a 
Microsoft Windows 2.03 n/a 
Microsoft Windows 386 2.03 n/a 

Macintosh II, Macintosh SE, 
and Macintosh Plus 

Finder 6.1 n/a 
MultiFinder 6.0.1 n/a 
System 6.0.2 n/a 

Apple II 
Apple II DOS 3.3 n/a 
CP/M 2.20 n/a 
ProDos 1.0 n/a 

Sound 

SoundWave 1.0 Macintosh 
MacRecorder 1.0 Macintosh 

Soreadsheet 

APPLEWORKS — MS-DOS 
HAL 1.0 MS-DOS 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01a MS-DOS 
Microsoft Excel 1.5 Macintosh 
Microsoft Excel 2.0 MS-DOS 
Multiplan 1.5 Macintosh 

Statistical 

MACSPIN 1.5 Macintosh 
Minitab 82.1.1 MS-DOS 
PowerStat 1.04 MS-DOS 
SAS/PC 6.03 MS-DOS 
SPSS/PC+ 2.0 MS-DOS 
STATPRO 2.0c MS-DOS 
STATWORKS 1.2 Macintosh 
SYSTAT 3.2 Macintosh 
SYSTAT 3.2 MS-DOS 

Word Processina 

FinalWord II 2.0 MS-DOS 
MacWrite 5.01 Macintosh 
Manuscript 1.0 MS-DOS 
Microsoft Word 3.01 Macintosh 
Microsoft Word 4.0 MS-DOS 
Nota Bene 3.0 MS-DOS 
PC-TeX 2.1 MS-DOS 
Sprint 1.0 MS-DOS 
T3 — MS-DOS 
Volkswriter Scientific — MS-DOS 
WordPerfect 4.2 & 5.0 MS-DOS 
WordPerfect 1.0 Macintosh 
WordStar 3.3 MS-DOS 

Utilities 

Apple Turnover _ MS-DOS 
FASTBACK — MS-DOS 
Norton Utilities 4.0 MS-DOS 
Copy II Disk 7.1 Macintosh 
MacZap 5.1 Macintosh 
Sidekick — MS-DOS 
SuperKey — MS-DOS 
TURBO Lightning — MS-DOS 
XenoDisk 1.41 MS-DOS 
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UTCS ComputerNews Subscription Request Form 

If your wish to have your name and/or address added, changed or deleted from 
our ComputerNews mailing list, please complete this form. 

□ ADD 

□ CHANGE 

] DELETE MY NAME AND ADDRESS. 

NAME, ADDRESS and TELEPHONE, PREVIOUS NAME and ADDRESS, 
in full in full (or include your old mailing 

label) 

□ Check here if you can receive ComputerNews by campus mail. 

Comments on this issue of ComputerNews. 



FOLD HERE 

Return to: 

ComputerNews 
University of Toronto Computing Services 
4 Bancroft Avenue, Room 217 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSS 1A1 
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